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The Territorial Board of Education
is meeting today and the Important
matter of selecting text books for the
next four and possibly next six years,
has been discussed.
There will he
but few changes in the text books of
the public schools, and this news will
undoubtedly be heard with pleasure
by tax payers and pupils alike.
The board has adopted the following new bookB:
Arithmetic, by Southworth Stone,
published by Sanborn; Civics by
Dunn, published by Heath; Webster-CooleElementary Language Book;
Howe's Primer by Scribner Sons, in
place of Wide Awake Primer.
the followThe board
ing: Brook's Readers, Reed's Spellers, Reed and Kellogg's grammars,
Medial Writing system published by
Ginn; Conn's Physiology, two books;
Natural Geography by the American
HisBook company;
Montgomery's
tory by Ginn; Wester's dictionary by
the American Book company and the
supplementary readers by Jones and
A Spanish-Englisthe primer of Blodgett.
reader to be optional, was also adopted..
Credits for Teachers.
The board adopted a resolution at
its meeting yesterday afternoon allowing one per cent credit to be added
to the general average of teachers
who take examinations for teachers'
certificates for each book read in the
reading circle on the presentation by
the applicant of a certificate signed
hy the secretary of the reading circle
board. The credits allowed, however,
will not exceed five per cent.
Smallpox at Clayton.
,
Reports have been received that
there is an outbreak of. smallpox at
Clayton and the schools' have been
closed. It is thought that sheep herders brought the disease into Clayton. Union county has reported vaccination in every school district except three.
For the Treasury.
Treasurer M. A. Otero has received
the following sums for the Territorial
Treasury: From Jose E. Torres,
y
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Special to the New Mexican,

Washington, D. C, Feb. 4. The
secretary of the treasury has received
me sue iui uie ruuui; ruiuuiug at las
Cruces," at the corner of Griggs and
Main streets, being the first site selected of forty sites that were examined in various cities. An appropriation will be made for the building
site. The Las Vegas site is under
consideration.
Chamizal Zone Arbitration.
Washington, Feb. 4. Richard Burgess, a lawyer of El Paso, has been
appointed associate counsel for the
government in the arbitration between the United States and Mexico
on the proprietorship of the Chamizal Zone.
LIEUTENANT

STRICKEN

THE ROLLS.

FROM

Mysterious Disappearance of Frederick Fermor Hesketh Still Remains Unsolved.
London, Feb. 4. The name of Lieutenant Frederick Fermor Hesketh of
the Ninth Lancers who strangely
dropped out of sight last fall was today stricken from the rolls of the
British army because of absence without leave. He is the second son of
Sir Thomas George Fermor and Lady
Fermor Hesketh, and a grandson of
the late U. S. Senator "William Sharon of Nevada. A world-wid- e
search
for the lieutenant failed of result. He
left his mother's residence on the afternoon of October 29, saying
he
would return soon. The last seen of
him was the following morning, when
he landed from a steamer at Kingston,
Ireland.
It has been suggested that
he sailed for the United States.
STORMS PLAYED HAVOC
ON SPANISH
On

COAST.

Catalonian

Shore Five Barks
Were Wrecked and Forty-thre- e
Persons Drowned.

Madrid, Feb. 4. Several coasting
vessels in the Mediterranean are still
and it is feared that the
treasurer of Socorro county, $S43t B. missing
steamers were lost during the recent
ArriRio
of
treasurer
C. Hernandez,
coast
storm. On the Catalonian
ba county, $483.37; and from Game
alone, five barks were wrecked, and
and Fish Warden Gable, $55.
forty-threpersons drowned.
Notary Appointed.
Marcel-inGovernor Mills appointed
Witt of Roswell, Chaves county, BUILDING GOOD ROADS
AT RAPID RATE.
a notary public.
An lnsurrecto?
Houston, Texas, Feb. 4. Highway
Word has been received here that
in this, Bexar county, goes
an
be
lnsurrecto,
building
to
a man, supposed
fired with the desire to aid his on at such a rapid pace that it has
comfriends in Old Mexico, held up the become necessary for the county
missioners to purchase an automobile
bornear
the
rider"
a
"line
of
horse
for the use of Road Engineer T. C.
der not far from Hachita, Grant coun- Nelson.
Work upon public roads is
to
the
take
guard's
and
attempted
ty,
being carried on in so many parts
lnsurrecto
The
firearms.
and
horse
of the county, each place demanding
was shot In the scuffle and will like-l- the attention
of the supervising enbe turned over to the sheriff. No gineer. That he may get from one
iven.
were
names
locality to another quickly, an autoBeavers Too Active.
So
mobile becomes
indispensible.
and
A delicate task awaits Game
of
hundred
miles
road
several
far,
Fish Warden Gable, who is a mem- have been built over which an auto
ber of the Santa Fe Dam No. 80, In- can easily maintain a speed of 25
dependent Order of Beavers and who miles an hour, and this work is being
has just received a complaint from carried on more extensively here, pera resident of Rosa, on the boundary haps than in any other part of the
of Rio Arriba and San Juan counties state, farmers having awakened to the
on the San Juan river. The writer real value of highways as a commerasks Mr. Gable if he cannot allow him cial asset. Another thing, too, that
to put a few beavers out of commis- has added to this demand for good
sion, although the law says they must roads is the many uses to which the
not be disturbed, for the little in farmers are putting the automobile.
dustrious and ingenious animal which
has furnished a name for the Independent Order of Beavers, is growT
ing rare and he is protected by Uncle
Sam. The Santa Rosa rancher says
the beavers have laid low 222 of his
cottonwood trees and he wishes they
would use somethine else for their
lodge rooms or dams.
Sometime ago it is said the Denver & Rio Grande railway officials Therefore George M. Meaker
complained of beavers throwing trees
e

o

CROSSED

Li

across their tracks menacing their
railway schedules.
The beavers are desired very much
far no means have been devised to
far no means has been devised to
catch them alive, as they amputate
their feet when caught in traps and
get away.
Three New Post Offices.
s
Washington, D. C, Feb. 4.
have been established at Hurley, Grant County; Patterson, Union
county, and Wanette, Union county.
New Naturalization Rules.
Attention is called to John Joerns
clerk of the fourth judicial district
new
court, to some comparatively
regulations regarding naturalization.
Under the new ruling whenever a
naturalized citizen or person whose
declaration of becoming a citizen of
the United States has been made loses
bis certified papers it is necessary
for him to make a statement under
oath to the clerk of the court as to the
conditions and place where the papers
were issued and full information concerning the place and circumstances
under which the papers were lost or
Post-office-

Continued

on Page Eight.
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A

troop of

for Diaz officials, was fined $500 by
Salgado and the money was used to
American cavalrybuy ammunition.
men are en route here from Marfa,
Texas.
At present, Deputy Marshal
Eugene Warren is the sole representative of the United States along more
than a hundred miles of the Rio
Grande.
Single handed, he has arrested several bands of insurrectos
who are using the American side of
the river as a hideaway.
Americans Leave Juarez.
El Paso, Feb. 4. The Damoclean
Sword of insurrection is still suspend
ed over the city or Juarez. Just wiien
P. Orosiso and his followers will
cut the thread is a little indefinite,
but it is very definite indeed that the
attack of the young revolutionary leader on the border city, which he says
he intends making the provisional
capital of Mexico, will not long be de
layed. The official notice of intended attack reached the American con
sul at 10:30 last night, and resulted
in another exodus from the town
American consul Edwards posted a
notice this morning, saying that the
Orosiso attack could be expected immediately and asking all Americans
and all foreigners and
to leave town at once. Couriers
from Orisiso's main camp, about ten
miles from town, say he is awaiting
reinforcements. United States troops
this morning arrested six rurales between Fort Hancock and the Rio
The prisoners said
Grande river.
with a large body of
a
brush
had
they
insurrectos, and took refuge in Texas.

Trial
SAFE

4.

1

Will Be Sent Back For

IS

Feb.

cavalry from Ft. Wingate, X. M., lof
at iour mis morning ior uougias,
Arizona, to guard the border.
No Permission Asked.
Washington, Feb. 4. As no request
from the Mexican government to permit the passage of Mexican troops
from the western province of Sonora
to Juarez In Chihuahua has reached
the state department, government officials here are inclined to believe
that such permission is not desired.
In fact, it is thought that the present
Mexican government force in Sonora
Is no more than needed to suppress
the insurrection in that section.
Deputy Marshall Arrests Insurrectos.
1.
Presidio, Texas, Feb.
Fighting
between the insurrectos and federals
under Colonel Dorantes has been renewed around Coyame according to
reports received this morning. The
insurrectos attacked the federals when
Dorantes attempted to lead his command back to Ojinaga. It is declared that Dorante's troops looted the
town of Cuchileio Paredo during the
flight following the insurrecto's attack. A hundred insurgents encamped yesterday near Mulato. They were
commanded by Emilio Salgado, the
famous frontier character. A ranchman who is reported to be working

MEXICO

This bears out the statement that Orreinforcements
osiso is exDecting
from the east as well as the south.
Juarez too. is looking for rein
forcements for the beleagured garri
son, but the revolutionists say they
may look for none from the soutn,
where Colonel Robago and his shattered command are located. The revolutionist leader told friends last
night that he intended to make Jua
rez the capital of Mexico, and is rally
ing all his followers there, will start
his march south against Chihuahua
City and ultimately against Mexico

1

They Have Captured Fort Liberty,
Onanaminte and Trou According to Official Cable.
Washington,

HAVE REVOLUTION
ON HAND IN JAVA.
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Austin, Texas, Feb. 4. The wife of
the famous frontiersman and philosopher, David Crockett,, gets an additional remembrance at tha hands of
the present legislature. In 1S54, the
wife of the hero of the Alamo came
from Tennessee accompanied by her
only son, and settled in Johnson
county. That part of the country
where she settled, has since become
a part of Hood county. Here she resided until her death in 1866. Some
time after her death, a sandstone tablet, now showing the ravages of time,
was placed at her grave. Senators
Ward and Latimore have introduced
a bill appropriating $2,000 to replace
the standstone tablet with one more
lasting and this bill met with unani-- 1
mous consent of all the members.
While David Crickett played a most
important part in the pioneer days of
Texas, and was one of those people
who died defending the Alamo in a
struggle for Texas' freedom, few people know that the wife almost twenty years after the death of her husband came from Tennessee and settled in Texas. The almost neglected
grave where she was buried attracted
attention of people of the vicinty and
Magistrate.
St. Petersburg, Feb. 4. Dr.
prompted the senators to take action
the
in providing a suitable monument
poison expert
The work of erecting this monument today in court, retracted his confeswill he begun in its little cemetery at sion that he had deliberately murderAction, Texas, where her body is ed Count Vassili Bouturlin at the inburied.
stigation of the latter's brother-in-law- ,
The acCount O'Brien De Lassy.
cused physician asserted tha he was
ARCHBISHOP RYAN PASSED
A VESY BAD NIGHT. induced to make an admission of his
guilt by promises made him by the
Philadelphia, Feb. 4. Archbishop examining magistrate at the original
Ryan passed a bad night but showed inquiry.
some improvement ilis morning. His
heart action is still very weak.
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STATEHOOD SPECIAL
ABANDONED.
The committee in charge of
the proposed sta:ehood special
to
has
been
Washington
obliged to cancel all arrangements for the trip. Owing to
the requirements of the interstate commerce laws it was
necessary to file the special
rate in Washing.ou. five days
before the party started from
anl this could
Albuquerque
not have been done until the
full one hundred men had sig- - X
nified their intention of mak- - S
Ing the trip. Ui to last night X
less than the required number

names had

leen

received

X

of

J6

and the committee was there- fore reluctantly forced t" call
off the trip. Wille It is quite
likely that the full number of
applications wotld have been
received before next .Thursr- day, those contsmplatlng go- ing to Washington did not re- alize the importance of mak- ing their applications
early.
But the commerie laws are in- flexiable and ttere was noth- ing for the committee to do
but call off the arrangements.
All checks mailed to Treasur- er Luna will bd returned to-'
ay.

X
X
X

X

Jamaica, Dutch East In- X
application to reverse the find4. There have been saious X
ings of the lower court, which order- outbreaks among the Chinese on the X
ed his requisition. Meaker based his
island of Billiton. The capitalV of X
fight against requisition on the con- Tanjung, Pandang, was looted and X
tention ho was not in Texas at the burned and the chief administrator X
time the alleged fraud was
and others murdered.
Troops have X
been sent to the scene.

X
X

S
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

x
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extreme v aL'feea hie and nlpn.mt in
his manners. He left no one feeling
aggrieved by his conduct of cases except his clients' opponents, who, as
is always the case, would naturally
feel irritated by their defeat. When
he was elected Delegate to Congress
he had accumulated a considerable
fortune in Xew Mexico and was in
very easy circumstances. He always
made fiienns and whatever he touched turned to a profit; those who were
most bitterly opposed to him, never,
after a conversation with him, retained any enmity towards him.
SOUTH HAS
After ceasing to be Delegate in
Congress he opened an office in Xew
York and engaged in business con5
nected with mining and other pursuits, in all of which he prospered
In 1875 he married Hallie
of Hon. Henry O.
Fight to Death Between Go- Davis, a daughter
Davis, then a U. S. Senator, from
rilla and Bull Dog at
West Virginia. While holding his business office in Xew York City his at
New Iberia
tention was drawn to the possibilities
of West Virginia, the home of his
wife before his marriage, as a place
IN
TWO
DEAD
in which to invest and be worthy of
his attention. There he acquired cow
Monkey Bit Into Dog's Skull siderable coal and timber properties
,

sclf-s'yle-

Seems

Batavia,
dies, Feb.

According to

MONUMENT FOR WIFE
OF DAVID CROCKETT.

X
Rule All Over World X
X
at Present Capital City Is
X
Looted.

Unrest

4.

and Trou.

o

DUTCH

Feb.

a telegram from the American minis
ter the revolutionists in Hayti have
captured Fort Liberty, Onanaminte

City itself.
Border Amply Protected.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 4 With
twenty-twtroops of U. S. soldiers on
the boundary, the officials in Washington foel that they will be in position to enforce rigidly the neutrality
laws, particularly as the department
of justice and the treasury, through
secret service men, deputy marshalls
an dcustoms officers, are aiding the
military by informing them of any rev
movement within their
olutionary
knowledge.
Troops at Tia Juana.
San Diego, Calif., Feb. 4. Fifty ar
tillery men from Fort Rosecrans X
reach the boundary line at Tia Juana X
this morning and went Into camp. At

reports from camp say that nothing
has been heard from the band of insurrectos, and the federal forces that
went after them yesterday.

j

1

Appellate Division of Supreme
Court of New York So
Decides.
present all is quiet at Tia Juana and
New York, Feb. 4. Because George
M. Meaker of this city took a buggy
ride across the New Mexico line to
Texline, Texas, although he probably
was not aware at the time that he
was leaving New Mexico, he must go
to the Lone Star state to answer the
charge of having defrauded George
Mattingly.
The appellate division of
the supreme court of New York has
so decided after
entertaining Meak-er'- s

In the supreme court tins moriin
At the first meeting in January, the
the commit u e appointed i n an cariici Woman'.-- Hoard of Trade held i's anday by the court, to give proper ex nual election of officers and Mrs. B.
pression to the sentiment of !.ith M. Thomas, president and all other
bench and bar upon the dmth of Sen-- ofiieers were
for another
consisted of two
Mrs. A. .1. Fischer, Mrs. James
year,
eral of New Mexico, which committee
I.. Seligman unil Mrs. F. P. Crichton
geticr-- ,
consisted of two
presidents: Mrs. Anita
a Is. Thomas 11. Catron and George W being vice
secretary; and
J'richai'd, with the present attorney Chapman, recording
Miss Eugenia Mamie'-Id. treasurer.
W.
Frank
Clancy,
presented.
general,
The organization, which is famous
the following report.
.i.nuUci.
Elkins was born at l'"""f""1"Stephen H
Zanesville. Ohio. Set.teml.pr 2. 1S41. Financially, the past year has been
j
nis t,arlv infancy his father and a most, satisfactory, and perhaps, the
molnor m0ved with him to Westport, most prosperous, in its his'.ory, for
were realized from all sour- nmv ,. .,,., ot Kansas City. Missouri, $2,42-1.0of
ces
this $2,211 were disbursed
and
His
manhood.
to
was
he
reared
wnfire
primary education was in the public as follows:
$500 to Archaeological Museum.
schools. He, while a boy, was a clerk
$294.23 for Charity.
in a mercantile house at Westport. At
the age of fifteen he entered the fresh-- i
$210.10 for the care of the Plaza.
man class at Mosinio College, in Lex$928.85 for maintenance of Public
jngt0n, Missouri, where he remained Library.
two and a half years, and then went
$100 for insurance.
to the Missouri university entering
The sum spent for the library inthe junior class and graduating on cludes salary of librarian, new books
The reJuly 4th, 1S60, before he had reached and magazines purchased.
twenty years of age. He was the mainder of the total sum expended
head of the public school in Harrison-ville- , was for incidentals and minor ex- Mo., during the school year of
penses. It does not include the 'ums
I860 and IStil.
for the care of Fairview
(expended
dent:
Shortly after the outbreak of the Cemetery, however, around which a
The Returns.
Civil War he was made captain of
fence was ereet-- I
The following are the corrected re- company of Enrolled Missouri Militiaaj fine thousand-dolla- r
ed this year.
turns by counties:
in the Union service, in which capacia
The above figures give but
For
Majt. ly ne seteu uniii jo-jAgst
vwieu liv
of the varied useful civic ac242C
P.ernalillo
1009
1417
and came to Xew Mexico, tak- glimpse
348
1925
Chaves . .
1577 ing up his residence at La Mesilla, in tivities of this remarkable body of
4S5
Colfax ..
.2053
1570 Dona Ana county, when he began the Santa Fe women, the fame of whosfl
250
769
519 study of law and was admitted to the devotion has given banta le mum
Currv
;
1450
Dona Ana
405
1045 bar in 1864, in which year he was pleasant notice tnrougnont me coun-t ry.
12C2
303
959 elected a representative in tho NewEddy
91.6
540 Mexico legislature, and served during!
376
Grant .. ..
942
331 the session of 1804 and 1805, immedi-- chairman of the executive committee
Cll
Guadalupe
and managed the campaign on behalf
580
31
Lincoln ...
519
ately after which he took up bis resi302
71 dence and commenced the practice of of James G. Blaine as the Republican
231
Luna
CS1
ens law at Santa Fe, Xew Mexico. In Jan- candidate for President in 1884. and
73
McKinley .
1397
685 uary, 1S07, he was appointed attorney always claimed Blaine really carried
Mora . .
712
the state of Xew York and had been
89
439
548
Otero .. ..
general of the Territory of Xew Mcxiactually elected as President, but had
506
.1112
but.
Quay ...
that
thereafter
GOGjco.
spou
resigned
been defrauded 5r. the rouni of the
Rio Arriba
1512
700
830 office on
United
being appointed
votes in the city of Xew York. He
688
693
Roosevelt
States attorney for Xew Mexico, which
a flattering congratulation
07
Sandoval
1139
1072 office he held for several years, and received
r
377
268 also resigned the same shortly after from Mr. Blaine on the splendid man-jne645
San Juan
in which the campaign had been
2780
1204
1576 General Grant was
San Miguel
as
inaugurated
conducted under his leadership.
2643
2346 President. At that time his law
297
Santa Fe
In 1891 he was. on the suggestion
3S6
220
Sierra . .
had become very large and lucra
lof Mr. Blaine and the urgent solici
988
.
1735
747 tive.
Socorro
of President Harrison, appoint1018
223
793
Taos
In 1873 he was elected us Republi tation
740
532
208 can delegate to Congress and again! ed secretary of war, which place ha
Torrance . .
ad- 336 in 1S7r.
tvuvelini.- tn TTurrno iin.I held until the end of Harrison's
1067
I'nion .
all
1893.
March
1895
4,
ministration
In
L...U...;
L
tooe
u:i lie
163.
229
Valencia .
tnu .YllUUUl. CUUIL KJl fiUllCllriUUII Ull IlJh
was elected and entered on the
parr, was eiecieu such aeiegate. tiei duties of U. S. Senator from West VirTotals
31,753
13,391
18,359 was the member of the Republican
Total vote for the constitution 31 national committee for Xew Mexico, ginia, to which position he was twice
thereafter elected to succeed himself
from the time of his first election as
Total vote against the constitution, Delegate to Congress Tor a period of and continued to hold that office from
the date of his first election until the
about ten years,-bu13,391.
resigned upon time of his
death, January 5th ot
Total vote cast. 45,147.
taking his permanent residence in this year. As a Senator
he looked
Total majority for the constitution West Virginia.
first after the welfare of his state,
Mr. Elkins' career, as lawyer, was
18,359.
he was always attentive to his dutifa
eminently successful; be was a good
in close touch with the bust- jand
SELF STYLED POISON
student, active and energetic in pre- ness kept
of the Senate; he served on many
EXPERT RETRACTS. paring his cases and was always
committees of
and early
ready for trial: he understood his tfirjl.- rant rtc a r importance
A
vaUoIJa
Declared He Had Been Induced to cases and the law applicable to them
1
ful member of ,11 bodv. At
Make Confession by Promises of
and always had the facts well in hand.
time of his

With all but three
heard
Xairoba, British East Afrit a. Feb.
George Grey, brotlwr of Sir Ed- - 'from in the entire territory the total
17.
r of foreign v"te for the constitution was
ward Greyf British mini
affairs died in a hospital here last Of this vote :u. 3 were for it and
night as the result oi an encounter 13,394 against it making a net niait. of 18,359.
for
The
three
prerjrm.M0"':'
Mr
with a lion on Tuesday.
,, icinets may not get in returns in time
'
'
to have them counted Monday and in
ing lions near the Athi river, when he one of tn(?ge ureeincts no election
separated from the others and sud- was held.
The precincts that are lacking are
denly was set upon by a large beast.
He was badly injured and tearfully Xo. 35. Perry, Quay county, which
gave a vote of 32 in 190S for delegate:
lacerated before his friends came to Xo. 3,
Dereno, Roosevelt
county
li is rescue.
which is a new precinct, Xo. 16, dene-guilla, Taos county, which gave 31 in
Xo. Vi,
Precinct.
1908,
PERSIAN MINISTER OF
Corrumpa,
FINANCE ASSASSINATED. Union county, which had 123 votes
in 1908, was heard from today, giving
2S for and 20 against the constituTwo Armenians Shoot Him Down in
tion.
the Street and Made Their
The returns will be carefully gone
Escape.
over Monday by Governor Mills.
Chief Justice Pope and Secretary
Teheran, Persia, Feb. 4. Sani Ed Jaffa, and it is thought that they will
Dowlan, Persian minister of finance, begin work at 10 o'clock and finish
was shot dead in the street today. by evening, perhaps in time to allow
es-The assassins, two Armenians:
Governor Mills to take the fiver for
caped.
The governor will take
Washington.
a certified copy of the constitution
and a certified statement of the reREVOLUTIONISTS BUSY
IN HAYTI AGAIN. turns to be presented to the PresiI

j

,

Broke Its Back and Tore It
to Pieces
New Iberia, La., Feb. 4. A battle
to death between a gorilla and an
English bulldog was fought here
early today, almost the entire male
population of New Iberia being the
spectators. Much money was wagered. A pen twelve feet square
and
The
eight feet high was arranged.
dog and the gorilla were placed in the
pen at modnight and exactly two and
a half minutes later the dog was defunct. The dog leaped at the gorilla
the iqstant he was placed in the pen.
The gorilla caught him as a man
catches a baseball, then hit quickly
his
through the dog's skull into
brain, broke its back and tore it to
pieces.

and commenced to develop them, and
build lailroads with which to remove
tho output. This business grew and
expanded and became so profitable
that it is believed his wealth reached
several millions of dollars at the time
of his death.
In whatever Mr. Elkins engaged he
manifested a great ambition to succeed, his judgment
and discretion
were 'always the best, and he had a
very large fund of prudence in his
makeup. He ceased the practice of
law when he was elected a Delegate
to Congress, but he was always inclined to politics, and his ambition
led him to seek preferment in that
line. Upon his connecting himself
with business in West Virginia he
made that state his residence and entered the field of politics here. While
he was a member of the Republican
national committee he was made

l'nor

he

death and for several years
cen the chairman of tho

113,1

Interstate Commerce Commiss on, from
which emanated the Elkins act which
has received much consideration by
the country. As chairman of that
committee he was in charge of the
railroad rate bill which received great
consideration and was more discussed
in the Senate than any act which was
ever passed by that body. Every
species of attack was made on the
bill, innumerable amendments were
proposed to it and most of them defeated, but, several of them were
adopted. It was an administration
measure and the President looked to
and depended on Elkins to see it
through the Senate in good shape.
When it finally passed, it was regarded as much improved over the original bill, much of the improvement
being due to the able, intelligent and
business like manner in which the
bill was handled in the Senate by Mr.
Elkins. This was the last great and
crowning act of his official life and
he received from all the senators con
gratulations upon the agreeable ud- right and prudent manner in which
he had conducted himself and man
aged the passage of the bill through
the Senate probably more and greater than had ever been accorded to
any other Senator.
But this was not the last of hi3
senatorial acts. Very shortly after
the passage of the railroad rate bill
in the Senate, the hill to enable Xew
Mexico to form a state government
which had passed the House, came
up in the Senate where an amendment in the nature of a substitute for
the House was proposed.
Elkins,
here, showed his deep interest in behalf of Xew Mexico, as he had always
done.
He opposed the amendment
and favored the House bill as being

much more beneficial to New Mexico,
but the Senate would pass only' the
substitute. He then went to the
House of Representatives and advised all New Mexicans and all the mem-ber- s
of the House to agree to the
amendment, and not allow it to go to

(Continued on Pag

8lx.)
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delinquent tax payers. This is in ad-- !
dition to a considerable amount turned over to the clerk a f.'W weeks ago.

STORY WORTH
Argyle, Mich Mrs. Wm. II. Carson, in a letter from Argyle, says:
"I was almost wild from pain in my
head, and other severe pains, due to
Cardui gave me
womanly troubles.
Further use
great, relief at once.
of Cardui raised me from my bed of
Cardui saved my life, and
agony.
I can't be thankful enough for what
Whether seriously
it did for me."
Jsick, or simply ailing, take Cardui.
As a general
the woman's tonic.
tonic for women, to improve the appetite and build up the constitution,
Cardui is in a class by itself. Those
who have used it say it does the
Try it
work; it relieves, it cures.
Your druggist has it.
A STRANGE

FEBRUARY

19

4,

-

Established 1856.

Modesto is Fined Modesto Ortiz of!
Albuquerque, was fined $10 at Albu- qucrque for assault and battery on
Benito Anaya. Charles Tillman was
Charles!
given $5 for drunkonwes:
Jones and Walter Gibson were given,
$10 each for vagrancy and Amado Luce
and Gregorio Hernandez were
Cleaner, sweeter, whiter
arrested on the same charge.
More Wind at Las Vegas Says the clothes, is the result when
wind
Las Vegas Optic:
"Another
use Sunny Monday Soap,
storm made things interesting in and y0U
Little!
Sunny Monday is white,
about Las Vegas last right.
damage was done. The frame roof of and contains not an ounce of
a large adobe building in the rear of rosjn which is One of the
La Casa de Ramona. which was partly ,
0f --Allll yellow
blown off by a former storm, was en- - cnlel :npTeJ:ents
laundry soaps. Llothes cost
tireiy dislodged."
Old Deed Recorded
a small sheet more than soap and it, there
of paper, yellowed with age and brok-- ,
nRiiv Qnimn IIP
f
' K. J . fo usg thg begt
a MIL UrtlLI IIUUIIU ui . m en in several places, with the writing
'even
for laundry purposes.
hadiy faded, was nipd for record in
the probate court at Albuquerque yes
Ask your grocer for Sunny
i
terday. The instrument is dated April!
My maw she's upstairs in bed,
2, IS 18, sixty-twago, and con-- j vluuud.r'
years
her.
wif
An' IT'S there
veys a certain tract of bind to a cer-- gig1; ' -It's all bundled up and red
tain person, just where the land is lo- - THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
Can't nobody stir;
CHICAGO
cated or was located, and who was
Can't nobody say a word
the owner, being a trifle indpfinite
us.
to
come
Since It
The deed will be translated by Mrs. of these services. A special welcome
Only thing 'at I have heard,
Plummer, the deputy probate clerk, to strangers. B. F. Summers, pastor.
Ceptin' all It's fuss,
who is an expert at deciphering
alPresbyterian.
Is
most unintelligible hieroglyphics and
School at 9:45 a. m. Chris-- j
Sabbath
recorded.
No
That their nurse she shakes her head properly
Not Lookinn fnr Rpp.ruita Thp rnv. tian Endeavor at 6:45 p. m.
When I come upstairs.
preaching services. Prayer meeting
olution
in
New
what
caused
Mexico,
she sez it's all she's said
it and what the revolutionists hope Wednesday evening at 7:46 o'clock.!
To me anywheres.
to accomplish, will be explained in a Every one welcome.
Doctor he's th' man 'at brung
series of lectures to be delivered
It to us to stay
LETTER LIST.
within the next several days by Jose
He makes me put out my tongue,
M. Garcia and Manuel de la Torres,
't way;
'Xen says
List of letters remaining uncalled
who arrived in Albuquerque yesterJust
for
in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N.
El
from
Las
Paso,
day morning
for week ending Feb. 4, 1911.
M.,
Cruces, adn other southern towns.
I good in to see my maw,
two weeks
These gentlemen say that
the If not called for within
'Xen dumb on th' bed.
will be sent to the dead letter
they
Pshaw!
some
circulation
see
me?
to
Was she glad
report which gained
office at Washington.
time ago that they were in New Mex
'at's what she said.
Galbez, Francisco.
re'Xen IT blinked an' tried to see
ico for the purpose of securing
Garcia, Biter.
'Xen I runned away
cruits for the revolutionary army, is
Heck, Theodore.
to
old
Out
my
apple tree,
false and has no foundation and fact. Lopez, Antonio.
Where no one could say
Having lived in Mexico nearly all
McKee, Willis.
their lives, both Senor Garcia and
Marques, Elvira.
Senor Torres are well informed on
Notah, Mrs.
'Xen I lay down on the ground
topics, past and present, in the sister
Romero, Mrs. Eutimia Domingues de
An' say 'at I just wish
republic.
Suescum, A. G.
I wuz big. An' there's a sound
Stover, E. G.
'At old tree says
Sanches, Juan D.
'Xen I cry an' cry an' cry
Sanches, Benj.
Till my paw he hears,
The Capital Electric & Machine Co.
An' corned there an' wiped my eye
In calling for these letters please
An mop up th' tears
state whether "advertised" or not.
Cathedral.
'Xen says
E. C. BURKE,
First mass at 7 a. m. Second mass
Postmaster.
Third
9:30. Sermon in English.
I'm goin' to tell my maw 'at she
mass at 10:30. Sermon in Spanish.
Don't suit me one bit
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
to me
Why do 'ey all say
Lacy of Csuadalupe.
to IT?
An' not say
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
Druggists lefund money If It falls to cureE
(high) 9:30 a. m.
W. GROVE'S signature Is on each box. 250
Las Vegas Scouts on Hike The
Las Vegas American Boy Scouts had
Church of the Holy Faith.
Planned a cross country hike for to- February 5th., fifth Sunday after Pressed Into Shape Again
dayjEpiphamy: Sunday School, 9.45 a.
Arrested for Theft of Jewelry
m Morning Prayer and sermon, 11
Francisco Martinez was arrested at a m An seats ar0 free. Any one
Las Vegas on the charge of theft of who wisies j3 welcome to worship
jewelry.
James Grattan Mytheh,
with us.
Marriage License A marriage li- minister-in-chargcense was granted at Las Vegas to
Rita Baca, aged 17, Upper Las Vegas,
Methodist Episcopal.
and Ignacio Montoya, aged 22, Las
by the pastor both
Preaching
Vegas.
and
Morning subject,
eening.
fYTica
AmollH
TAonUan
Annninlorl
"
McFie has been appoiinted to fill the' '
.
oy
music
True
Keiigion."
special
of
force
in
the
the
vacancy
teaching
choir. You ought not to miss any
public, schools caused by the resigna- the
tion of Mrs. Turley.
There is more Catarrh in this
Large Cave Discovered An imof the country then all other dismense cave, whose innermost reThere's a continual freshness and
cesses are yet unexplored, was dis- - eases put together, and until the last
covered in the Gallinas Canon by men few years was supposed to be Incur- shapeliness about the man' garments
able. b or a great many years aoc- - who brings them regularly to us to be
who were blasting lime rock.
tors pronounced it a local disease cleaned and pressed. We do not take
naw c.tnr Ruilriina at Estancia
"E. Romero is putting up a fine store and prescribed local remedies, and by long, but we do take pains, with the
building. Ground was broken yester- constantly failing to cure with local result that our customers' clothes alday for a building 120 feet long by 60 treatment, pronounced it incurable.
Science has proven catarrh to be a ways look like new. You will get the
feet front." Estancia Daily Herald.
wearing new
Judgment for Plaintiff In the at- constitutional disease and therefore reputation ifof always us
you give
your cleantachment proceedings of Sarah Bar- requires constitutional treatment. garments
j ker against Henry W. Garberson at Hall's Catarrh Cure, nwiufacrured ing and pressing work. No delays at
Las Vegas, Judge Clarence J. Roberts by F. J. Cheney & Co., Tj'edo, O., is all we call for and deliver goods.
has given judgment in favor of the the only constitutional cure on market. It is taken internally in doses
plaintiff.
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
Frozen Feet May Cause Death
It Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
Richard Johnson, a negro in Jail at acts directly on blood and mucous
Las Vegas, is dying from gangrene, surfaces of system. They offer one
caused by his feet being frozen recent hundred dollars for any case it afils
iy while walking from Watrous to to cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
Las Vegas.
Address:
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
has
Divorce Granted A divorce
been granted Marion E. Davis from Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
his wife, Cora Davis, Judge Clarence
Take Hall's Family Pills for
J. Roberts having signed a decree to
that effect. The Davises are residents
of Union county.
Farm House Destroyed The ranch
We Have Built Up
home of Thomas
Lewis at Cuervo,
Guadalupe county, was destroyed by
fire on Wednesday night. It was a
two story frame building.
But few
of the household goods were saved. THE PACE FOR 1911
"
Execution Sale Sheriff Secundino
will
be set by our livery stasurely
from
sold
the
Romero at Las Vegas
ble, as we have rigs to let as good as
front steps of the court house 12
private ones. If you.
rams and a goat. The animals were
ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
taken from John Pettine on a judgor you have an engagement There a
ment of the court to satisfy claims.
I
carriage is necessary or proper, send
Cars Break Through Trestle Five
us word and we will see that you are
cars loaded with dirt broke through
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
a trestle at the Camfleld dam near
and
bo pleased with our service
Las Vegas and fell a considerable
prices.
height. Fortunately no one was riding on the cars or stood below the
WILLIAMS 1 RISIK&
WE HANDLE LUMBER
trestle.
Died on Train Mrs. D. C. Norsham In large quantities and have
very 310 San Francisco 8t 'Phone 139 Ree.
of Terre Haute, Indiana, on her way modern facility for furnishing the
to California, died yesterday on the very beat rough or dressed
Santa Fe's California Flyer, just as it
Lumber
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
pulled into Albuquerque.
Her daugh- of every description.
We are thui Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
ter was with her. Heart failure was enabled to make the
very belt price aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
the cause of death.
for Lumber of such high grade. and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
Collected Dis- We will be
(Delinquent Taxes
All work is guaranteed; your
to figure on your
trict Attorney Charles W. G. Ward contracts. pleased
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
hasturned over to John Joerns, clerk
extra charge.
of the court for the Fourth judicial
district, $970 collected by him from
PHONE RED 122. rONH RED 1M.

Incorporated 1903

SELIGWAN BROS CO.
LAST

WEEK

MUSLIN
UNDERWEAR

i
j

i tuc

inter Grocery Co.

11

Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

WE

Telephone

No. 40.

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

STYLISH,

f-

-"

:,

SERVICEABLE

RED CROSS

SHOES f
If You Want K'"1

o

Don't Miss This Opportunity

!";1'"MMB""

j

WITH

JUST RECEIVED
A Line of New

SALE

r'

A

foot service.

Q

areains.

FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS

HOUSE

P.O. Box 219

rou

Phone 36
wwiii

111

mill

in

poor.

cant-bv- y

Tools in our

i

IN THE CITY

i

See

Shoe

John Pf lueger Specialist

mm mnoicekits

r

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

COAL YARD

&

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

:

j

-

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW; MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

PHone Red 100

Phone Red 100

TH0V1AS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

WE CAN'T BE ON THE LEVEL AND SELL POOR TOOLS.
BE ON THE LEVEL WITH YOURSELF.
YOU
CAN'T AFFORD TO BUY POOR TOOLS.
OUR POLICY HAS ALWALS BEEN THE BEST IS CHEAPEST
IN THE END.
WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS,
WE WANT YOUR
AND WE WANT YOUR GOOD WILL. COME TO SEE US.

'Jy."a

THE

HERE'S

WORKER!

WONDER

This engine can be attached to your
pump and working in ten minutes
after you take it off your wagon. No
belts, arms, pump jack or fixtures to

If it's Hardware

P

ll

FRANK F. GORMLEY.

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

FITS ANY PUMP
and Makes It Hump

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

Sole Agents For
'MERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HODSE IN SANTA
PHONE
BLACK

We C

a cr

Til

cn ucpopu
IIUIlvfUH

APFNnON
UrtlVLliuu

GARDEN

FE- -

ac
phone
BLACK
TJ

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

R, V. BOYLE Mgr.
CL&REKDON POULTRY

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS every day
Pure bred bar-e- d
Plymouth Rocks and White
Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fe l ou clean wholesome tood
chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning,
only, No
A FKW FAT HENS FOR BATING.

That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting of a
prescription. So far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, but it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

We have it.

WHOLESALE

AISD RETAIL

Screened

-

Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals, per hour.
Can be used for other work when not
pumping. Has special pulley for this
purpose. Let me demonstrate it to you.

WfA9SgSS

-

i

buy. No special platform to build.

Wholesale.

Ak

BEST

ONLY THE

RATON
YANKEE

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

SzTursivS3:
85

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone

Telephone 85

Your New Year Greeting
Should be accompanied with some little remembrance
still have a fine assortment of attractive, low priced,
novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the "Edison," the sweetest sounding phonograph
made Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
to our attractive display of goods.
we

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

I

Charles W. Dudrow

LIVERY STABLE
Pino Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATE8 RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSOH

1
Experience-Tha- t

Is What Counts.

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection of the right kind
of

drugs.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

SATURDAY,

FEBRUARY

1911.

4,
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ACT QUICKLY.
In Santa

Delay Has Been Dangerous
Fe.

PAGE THREh

mentioned for elective posit inns un- the states, and not to tlte national
The state prescribes
der statehood are Internal Revenue government.
Collector H. P. Banish.. r and
whom and under what conditions
George Curry, u metnhers of game may be killed. If it desires to
Congress, and Probate
Gadrge prohibit the killing of game in cer
W. Anuijo for the jrovernorship.
tain parts of the states, in order that
In case Chairman I. ?parks, chair-- ' the game may breed there, and these
commis- - parts of the states are within the
man of the board of
is elected to the first state tional forests, the government
which is very likely, the crates with the state to carry out the
may require
Republicans will probably nominate law. Such
T. 7.. Winters, the Plaza merchant, to the closing of fixed areas of the
him. Mr. Winters is an A tional forests to grazing, for when
No. 1 businessman are! would be just big game becomes plentiful it must
the man for the job.
ihave a sufficient food supply left on:
the range to carry it through the win--

HEW MEXICO POLITICS AND POLITICIANS!

Bad BLOOD

Doan-Kidne- y

Says a dispatch to the Denver Post:
When the Dig statenoou special
leaves Albuquerque on February 7 for
Washington, bearing the official returns of the election of January 21,
when the New Mexico constitution
there
ratified,
was overwhelmingly
will be on board two trusted burros
from the ranch of Solomon Luna of
Los Lunas, national Republican committeeman from New Mexico, and
these burros Mr. Luna will drive down
Pennsylvania avenue to the capitol in
a cart that will contain the returns.
"At least this is the promise secured
from the national committeeman by

'It has been a number of years
since me doss oi Valencia county as
he is sometimes called, has either
driven or ridden a burro but he is
confident he can do the driving stunt
down Pennsylvania avenue. Over leO
men will leave Albuquerque on the
special."

i

w.t.
KfcMfcWDtit ,nc
Democratic politicians are figuring!
on the remote contingency of
mo-coughs
Foley's Honey and Tar f r
elec- - and
eratic success in the presid'-ntiabronchitis,
colds, for croup,
tion of 1912, of a postponement of hoarseness and for niching lagrippe
Refuse
No opiates.
statehood until 1913, of New Mexico coughs,
PharSold av 'he C
going Democratic in th first state stitutes.
election in 1913 on account of ilielmacy.
j

sub-apit-

j

i

f

'

v.

V

.

.

'

'

ter, or U will Buccurab for lack of sustenance. If the range is fully utilized by cattle and sheep during the
summer, elk and deer will fare hardly
in the winter.
In the Wichita and the Grand Can- yon game re'uges the government has
not left the matter of caring for game
protection wholly to the states, but
has established national reservations
on which an attempt will be made to
breed game The Wichita is notable
for the fact that it has a small herd
of buffalo upon it, which the game!
warden regards as the iipfile of his
eye.
They were donaied by the:
American Bison Society and shipped
jfrom the New York Zoological Car-den in lints. They then numbered 17,,
and have since been increased by
addition of 1i calves: two of the original herd, however, died in the first
year. To the buffaloes are now added
the antelope.
The antelope were shipped from
l enowsionc rani, ami nue mm
crated in one of the bufialo yards
which hail been prepareu lor uiem.
They will be given more and better
- I tii ft U a a oii'tu
u.i u
i"

WANTS

"Before I began using Cascarets I had
a bad complexion, pimpk-- on my face,
snd my food was not digested as it should
have been. Now I am entirely well, ami
FOR RENT Fo ir room, modern
the pimples have all disappeared from my
face.
I can truthfully say that Ca.scarcts house.
Apply R. 11. Hanna.
are just as advertised; I have taken ouly
two boxes of them."
front room
FOR RKXT Kurnish'-Clarence R. Griffin, Sheridan, Ind.
in modern house. Apply .V'W

Vh-rl-

Do the right thing at Che right time.
Act quickly In times of danger.
Bachache is kidney danger.
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
Cure all distressing, dangerous kidney ills.
Plenty of evidence to prove this.
Locario Lopez, Agua Fria St., Santa
Fe, N. M., says:
"I have had no severe return attack
of kidney trouble since using
Pills several years ago. Now
and then I have suffered from backache but at such times Doan's Kidney
Pills have given prompt and positive
relief. For a long time I was made
miserable by attacks of kidney complaint and my back was often so lame
and painful that I could scarcely do
anything. I did not sleep well and no
matter whether I were lying down or
standing up, the trouble was in eviThe kidney secretions andence.
noyed me both day and night by their
irregularity in passage and there was
a heavy sediment in them. After several remedies had failed to help me, I
procured Doan's Kidney Pills and they
lived up to all the claims made for
them. I never hesitate to say a good
word for Doaa's Kidney Pills when
opportunity occurs."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

s

P.easant. Palatable. Potent. Taste God
Weaken x Oripe.
Ijo
10c, 25e. 50t. Sv.T vj! 1 in bulk. The genuine talji,:t :a::i:.-- - C ' C. OuaralllevJ to
&27
cure or yuur mney tack.

FOR

sh

Jer.se)' cow and
Apply Coronado hotel.
Good

WANTl'l i A complete hand r:i
ing press; must be in good conditio
G. W. Young, ; en. Del.

Plays and Player

-

SALIC-ta-

register.

SALESMEN Side line, new adver"Along the Kennebec"
Good
commission,
of chiim
on this tising novelties.
Co., Lyons. Iowa.
Novelty
llawkeye
m tii
ord.-of

'!

The names
program are

on the

aiiearance
Hiram

Simpkins..
Trypbenia Troll

Lewis Higgins ...
Zeke Dasher
liimelick Tubbs
Harvey Anderson
James Burton
Abner Higgins
Dollie
Sophia Landon
.Mother I'ierston
.

.

their

at:'--

FOR SALE A nearly new Smith
i'.iily'' Stoliman Premier No. 2 Typewriter. Also two
.Minnie Chris'ie Standard incubators, in perfect con.

I'.nssell Kl'vood
,X 10. Tifk.--

Td

.

dition.

Apply

.Richard
.1.

Santa

440

Box

Fe,

N. M.

!! ri:e
If. McCarthy

TYPEWRITERS.

("ear.'d. adjusted and repaired. New
I. !'.
t"
Riobons and supKnna Wf;.:, platems fi.iT.ishi-dsold, exchanged
plies.
Typewriters
May Mcf'ar'ny
tuakes handled
May i;nnd;e at.d rented.
C. li. Mi Crai.e All repair work and typewriters guar
lames Harper
Ei- Typewriter
Lacliing that inspiration which is antee d.
. 'S
f ' ' '
J
i .
furnished by a large house but dis- change. I'houe
.
i'
f
playing the stalent. of comedians of a
v.
,;M-f
States.
S a ? n :i
WANTKI
with good
hinh order, the above cast presented
Remember the name Doan's and
to
t.l'e a
Along the Kennebec'' at. the Elks' advertising
take no other.
theater Inst night. It was a four act
of interest, to e ry
Inuss,
comedy-drama- ,
with a "veneer" of on 2o per cent conmiis: on basis. Ex- Aii
xc llent
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
uiven
tragedy. In fact there was everything elu.sivifuI. (.Veryone.
Not Coal.)
(06872
conneclion for ;he rial
ui. Write,
and giving I'articulars and r. ter. .e, to
Department of the Interior,
The
onQ is laid in Maine.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
cortifr Market
M lie "Way Down East" characters who Sales
Manager S.
January 7, 1911.
i'hila.Ie: hia, I 'a.
Sts.
&l!ith
on
hats
their
whittle
wood, keep
Notice is hereby given that Adelai-dhead are expected to follow the eight:
HON. SOLOMON LUNA.
received. Since the antelope, once so when talking to ladies, and who have
Martinez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
$48,000 PER ANNUM Sound comon July 10, 1905, made homestead Who is Expected to Put One Over on
abundant on the plains, is in seri- - a peculiar nasal tone, were in
Director of Britmercial business.
dence.
NW
for W
Champ Clark.
entry No.
of entire extinction, this
danger
ish
shortly
arriving New
corporation
.
Two
W
SW
Section 24, TownThe plot was
attempt, to establish the species on
invention
with
York,
patented
14
M.
11
same
P.
men
love
N.,
N.
in
the
bs
with
are
will
E.,
girl, (awarded Prize Medal, Brussels Exship
Range
the Wichita Game Preserve
filed
of
notice
intention the statehood boosters, and Mr. Luna
Meridian, has
watched with interest by all who the villain being tall and broad and hibition, inifi) prepared to grant to
to make final five year proof, to es declares he is not one of the kind to
wish to see our native wild animals of a dominant personality. The hero one person in each town, sole worktablish claim to the land above deis a young chap who nearly closes
A?
.V.- K'Al
ck out.
jf X. .
Machine
given a chance to perpetuate themlicense.
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THE CONSUMPTION OF BEER.
Kvery man, woman and child in
Denver, last year drank 1.4 barrels
of beer each, according to the intern-- '
al revenue statistics.
These figures
will be disputed by most of the worn-- !
en, all of the children and a host of
men who do not drink, and therefore,
the average consumption of those who
drink must exceed four barrels a year
each. This would be a costly habit,
even if it entailed
only the retail
price of beer, but it brings in its wake
so many other expenses and such
things as ruined homes, blighted lives,
on which no adequate cash value can
be set. Fortunately, for the entire
state of Colorado, the average is only
f
the Denver average, and
subtracting the Denver consumption,
f
barrel for each
it is only
man, woman and child. This is due
to the fact that many of the rural
cities of Colorado enforce prohibition'
and while prohibition may not prohib- it altogether, it yet, evidently,
duces the consumption of beer. In
New York City, the average consumption of beer is 2.48 barrels a year for
every man, woman and child of the
entire population, which indicates that
all this talk about hard times, low:
wages, high cost of living, cannot
amount to much, for the bulk of the
beer is consumed by the wage earners and not the rich, and is decidedly
a luxury and not a necessity of life,
and a questionable luxury at that.
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Does a General Banking

President

LET US SMILE.

Business

ure makes us blue,
are
dimples of encouragement
good for me and you;
It pays a higher interest, for it is
merely lent
It's worth a million dollars and doesn't
cost a cent.
The

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
Asst. Caseier

W. E. GRIFFIN,

PERSONAL

There is no room for sadness when
we see a cheery smile;
It always has the same good look it's
never out of style.
It nerves us on to try again when fail-

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LALGHLIN,

AND

Victor Chavez, a merchant of
is here on business.
C. D. Amphlett, a business man from
Denver, is at the Palace.
F. XI. Graham, representing a Chicago firm, is at the Palace.
A. J. Westland, a pickle and grocery
salesman, is here from Denver.
Miss Grace Woods and Miss Evelyn
Doyle are visitors here from the
Duke City.
N. M. Patsch, a well known salesman of St. Joseph, Mo., is at the
Montezuma.
Mrs. C. Herrera and her daughter,
Miss Herrera. are here from Pojoa-que- ,
Santa Fe county.
J. S. Lea, a member of the penitentiary board, and a prominent pioneer
citizen of Roswell, is at the Montezuma.
County Treasurer Eugenic) Romero
of has Vegas, returned home last
evening after spending a week at
Gal-iste-
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as one Third of Life is Spent in Sleep, WHY

NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE

See our

BED?

Cotton Felt Mattresses That'Assure that comfort.
We have also some exquisite new Parlor Suits,
some polished mahogony and quarter oak tables for
the library and many other things. A wonderful clock in Mission Style, and a Superb Daverport
at a BARGAIN. See them anyway.
AKERS-WAGNE-
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&

Co.

DIRECTORS.
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BUILDING.

Completly renovated and placed in best
of condition.
The most centrally located and modern office building in Santa
Fe. Steam Heat.
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JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Santa Fe Abs1ract- - Realt? & Insurance Agency
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address.

Bank Building, Santa Fe,

N. M.
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Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers
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O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,
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HACK LINE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
"
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.

Et7

arrival ot
arrives at
any other
and good
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the
carnations and
affair
was ecutive mansion, and the affair prothoroughly enjoyed. The guests were: ved the social event of the winter.Tiie
Mrs.
Mrs. Closson,
Vic Roy,
Mrs. parlors were decorated with many

Read, Mrs. Hampel, Mrs, McKay, Mrs.
Mrs. McCriminon,
Mrs
Mulligan,
Pratt, Mrs. Andrews, Mrs. Krick. Mrs.
Fornoff, Mrs. Hayuard, and Miss May
Closson.
Dainty refreshments wore
served.
Mrs. I. H. Rapp pave two luncheons
this week in honor of Mrs. Mills. The
first was given on Tuesday and covers were laid for eleven. The guests
were. Mrs. Mills, Mrs. Palen. Mrs.
Laughlin, Mrs. Brookes. Mrs. Prince,
Mrs. Thomas, Mrs. Harroun,
Mrs.
and Miss
Hughes, Mrs. Weltmer,
Elizabeth Massie.
The second luncheon was given today and covers
were laid for eleven.
The table
decorations were pink roses.
The
guests were Mrs. Mills, Mrs. Jaffa.
Mrs, Walter, Mrs. R. F. Asplund. Mrs.
Moulton , Mrs. Fiske, Mrs. Crumpacker, Mrs. Renehan, Mrs. Merritt
C. Mechem, and Mrs. Edward
R.

pink roses which were as pleasing to
the eye as their scent was agreeable
to the nostrils.
Bridge, which is a very popular
game in Santa Fe, was the only game
played, and it was played with an ardor worthy of its intricacies.
Th?
score cards were
and were
To make the
very prettily designed.
game more interesting, prizes were
awarded and the winners were Mrs.
S. Spitz, who received first prize, winning only by four points ahead of Mrs.
Cartwripht. Former Governor M. A.
Otero won the first prize for the men,
and Surveyor General John W. March
won the second.
Refreshments were
served at 11: no p. m., Miss Bean. Miss
McFle and Miss Madelene Mills assisting. There were fourteen tables.
The guests Included a number from
out of town and were as folows: SecWright.
retary and Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, AdjuMrs. Samuel O. Camvright enter tant General and Mrs. A. S. Brookes,
tained Monday afternoon at bridse in' Judge and Mrs. E. R. Wright, Judge
'
and Mrs. M. C. Mechem, Judge and
her home on DeVarcas street. Th.-rMrs. C. J. Roberts, Judge Ira A. Abwere six tables at which
A prize was awarded bot, Judge and Mrs. John R. McFie.
persons sat.
to the one winning the greatest num-- Judge Frank W. Parker, Hon. Char
ber of games and was captured by les A. Spiess, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Mrs. James L. Soligman; another G Cart wright, Judge and Mrs. N. B.
to congress,
prize was given to the person making Laughlin,
the greatest unmber of points and Thomas B. Catron, District Atorney
was won by Mrs. E. C. Abbott. The C. W. ft. Ward and Max Nordhnus of
Miguel
guests were: Mrs. William J. Mills, Las Vegas.
A Otero, District Attorney and Mrs.
Mrs. Nathan Jaffa. Mrs. Arthur
man, Mrs. E. A. Fiske, Mrs. Rufus J. E. C. Abbott, Attorney General F.
.
W. Clancy, Judge John H. Knaebel
Palen, Mrs. Harry I), Moulton,
Alfred J. Rolls, Mrs. S. Spitz, Mrs. Dr. E. McQueen Gray, Surveyor Gen- James L. Seligman, Mrs. E. R. eral John W. March, Miss Richie
Wright, Mrs. M. C. Mechem, Mrs J. Seligman, the Misses Manderfield,
G. Schumann, Mrs. J. II. Sloan, Mrs. Dr. and Mrs. J. IT. Sloan, Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Abbott, Mrs. It. P. Ervien. Mrs. Levi A. Hughes, Miss Virginia Bean,
N. B. Laughlin, Mrs. Jacob Weltmer, Mrs. E. A. Fiske, Mrs. I. H. Rapp,
Mrs. A. J. Fischer, Mrs. V. L. Bean, Mr. and Mrs. S. Spitz, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Anderson, Mrs. Levi A. Hughes, Harry Moulton, Mr. and Mrs. A. B
Mrs. F. E. Nuding, and Miss Richie Renehan, Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Seligman, Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Rolls,
Seligman.
Hon. Henry R. Durfree of Palmyra, Rev. James Grattan Mythen, Miss
and
New York, who has been in the city Anderson, Land Commissioner
R. P. Ervien, Dr. J. A. and Miss
for two or three days, with his wife, Mrs.
on the way to the Pacific, is an old Massie, and Mrs. Levert. Mrs. Crumwho came up from Albuquercolleague of Hon. L. Bradford Prince packer,
to attend the party was also
que
In fact,
in the New York legislature.
there.
they began their official careers toof
Mr.
in
1871.
the
Assembly
gether
Durfree has always been an active
Republican of the highest character,
and has frequently been called to
high positions by the voice of the
people. It was on a farm belonging
to his grandfather and rented to the
Smith family, that Joseph Smith, the basket leaves Monday Tuesday
founder of Mormonism, stated that Returns
Thursday and Friday.
he discovered the golden plates on
AGENCY
atO. K. Barber Shop
which the first revelation was writGovernor Mrs.PO. BROWN Afrent
ten. In company with
Prince, Mr. Durfree called on a numPhone No. 23 Red
ber of officials etc., yesterday.
The Saturday Card Club is meeting
this afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Arthur Seligman on East Palace avOpen Day and Night
enue.
cilub
enteris being
The Wallace
La Salle Restaurant
tained this afternoon by Mrs. McGil-var-

Dr. Reeds cushioned soled shoes for men will cure
all you foot trouble Feels like a kid gleve ar d y u will
naver notice that you have ors a new pair of shoes.
One price everywhere. $5.00.

hand-mad-

Thecelebrated police shoe,

1

j

j

'

night.
At the Methodist Episcopal church
in this city on Friday evening, February 10, an entertainment will be
given under the management of the
Ladies Aid Society.
Miss Virginia
Bean, the talented violinist, will renAmerican Druggists
Syndicat- e- der several selections assisted by
Premium remedies are not patent m other local talent.
A splendid proThe prodlcines, every premium remedy guar gram has been arranged.
anteed as represented or your money ceeds will be used towards a fund for
a new organ for the
back. A. D. S. cough remedy and purchasing
church.
cold tablets are unexcelled, get them
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Newhall gave
now, they cost no more than the a card party Wednesday
night at
inferior kind. Sold only by the Ca- their home on Johnston street in honor of Mrs. Newhall's sister, Miss Lotpital Pharmacy.
ta Newhall of Albuquerque.
There
were three tables and the affair proved a very enjoyable one. The guests
THE CAPITAL
were:
Mr. and Mrs. Gilmor, Mrs.
Brown, Miss Virginia Bean, Miss Mar-mo-

PHARMACY

Miss Cheshire, Manuel B. Otero,

Pets sis

f

tv

Co.

The old mans especially wide and soft toe, vici
kid blucher, made for comfort and lasting qualities,
Just what you have been looking for. A splendid
value at $4.00.
Peters Diamonds Special
dress shoe for old or young
men. Vici Kid Bal Webster
Isst. treated sold. A shoe that
will make the boys ask where
Sells for five
you got it.
dollars anywhere but we only
jj
ask you $4.50.
OTHER BRANDS FROM $2.00 TO $3.00
THAT WILL GIVE YOU PERFECT SATISFACTION : :
OUR LADIES SHOES ARE THE NFW-ESSNAPPIEST, BEST WEARING

i

For Best Laundry Work

-

Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Gable has gone to the northern part
ot the territory on business.
Mrs. H. S. Duval who had been ill
is reported today to be considerably
improved.
"Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Luna and
niece, Miss Anita Berger, arrived last
night from Los Lunas to spend the
week end at the Alvarado hotel." AI;

T,

PER-FEC-

FITTING AND MOST

IN

T

UP-TO-DA-

THE CITY.

W. N. Townsend & Co.
THE PRICE MAKER.

.SANTA FE, N. M.

NEW YEAR ALMOST ARRIVED
and we still have line in the City
of Toys and Fancy Goods
FOR NEW YEAR PRESENTS
Evervthing at bottom prices. Everybody
is invited to call and examine them.

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

ADOLF

Store

REGULAR MEALS 25c

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

short orders at all hours
board

the week

by

$5 00

French Noodle order 20c. dish.
New i'ork Chop Suey 50c. dish.

I C

and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Ranches; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights,
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.'

FfiR

TUlV

C

A

JiLX

Improved

Modern Residences for Rent.

Just

in Fresh:

cough.
Imported Swiss Cheese
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Palmer pnd
two daughters of New Marketville, Roqueford Cheese
West Virginia, are guests of Dr. and
Edam Cheese
Mrs. Palmer, 212 McKenzie street.
Mrs. Minnie Brumbach, who has
been 'employed as stenographer at Pineapple Cheese
the federal building has gone to
Camembert Cheese
The dance at the Palace Hotel
given Thursday night was one of the McClaren's Imperial Cheese
most enjoyable of the season, for the
Palace has a spacious ball room and Pimento Cheese
the floor was polished to a degree
that reminded one of the many mir- Fresh Potato Chips
rors that lined the walls. The dance
was for the benefit of the Athletic
Kansas Eggs
30c. Doz
Basket Ball Association and was arranged by the young men of the city. Kansas Ranch Eggs
35c. Doz:
It began at 9 p. m. and lasted until
so
after
did
long
attractive
midnight,
50c. Doz
Eggs
it prove. Morrison's orchestra dis- City
coursed the music and Director Morfrom Connell's Sanitary
rison was lavish in responding to fbe Eggs
encores "requested by a joyous set of
Poultry Farm, every egg
A
young and middle-agecouples."
45c. Doz
guaranteed
midnight supper was served, William Vaughn, manager of the hotel,
having provided a number of delicacies. Many superb gowns were noti- Primrose Butter none better
ced at the ball and it is safe to say
made
35c. pound.
that every one who attended the affair heartily wished the Basket Ball
Association a successful career.

....

d

H. S. Kaune & Co.

our Electric Si
WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

.

Light Company

103

F. M. JONES.

STYLES IN
STANDARD

Palace Ave.

BOOK-GASE- S

COLONIAL-IDE- AL

Three different and distinct types of SlokAVcruick "Elasmade in du'I or polish finish quartered
tic" Book-Casreal
oak or
mahogzny. Yeu can select a pattern adapted to
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We carry the goods in stock, with piain, leaded or plate glass doors.
es

L

New

Mexican Printing Co
Agents, Santa Fe, N. M.

a red

8ol

IMICSHT

Wc ae Agents gLS&SSg? Call 3s in Operation
Santa Fe Water

GO

CHAS. GANN, Prop,
Two;; boors below F. Andrews

'

and
NIG HT

?

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

$5.00

Y

t O:US BY

MADE

cork extension sole, Box
Calf Bal. comfortable and
lasting. Worths "V" of any
mans money but we sell
them for $4.50.

e

Henry Dendahl, and John K. Stauffer.
ft Co. Delicious refreshments were served.
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
Trip
Mrs. Frank P. Sturges gave a card
Bridge Party.
party Tuesday afternoon In honor of
Governor and Mrs. Mills entertainIf you went anything on earth try her birthday anniversary. The house ed three score or more of their
It you want anything on carta try
was artistically decorated with pink firends Thursday night at the Ex
a New Mexican Want Ad.
a New Mexican Want Ad.

FARE

You Cant Be Happy
If Your Feet Hurt.

r

interests, returned last night to his buquerque Morning Journal.
Dr. W. E. Garrison left this afterheadquarters in Santa Fe." Las Venoon for his home at Mesilla park,
gas Optic.
where he s president of the New
Judge and Mrs. Laughlin entertain- Mexico
College of Agriculture and
ed at dinner last night.
The guests
and
Mechanic Arts. Mrs. Garrison
present were Governor and Mrs. Mills,
children who were to have gone to
and
Dr.
Mrs.
and
Secretary
Jaffa,
Mrs. J. A. Rolls, Mr. and Mrs. Levi California, have been detained by the
A. Hughes, Mrs.
and illness of the boy with whooping
Crumpacker,

'

ROOM

T. W. ROBERT S

District Attorney Charles W. G.
Ward, who had been in Santa Fe, on
supreme court business, left for his
home last evening.
Manager I. Sparks of the Santa Fe
Telephone company and chairman of
the board of county commissioners,
has returned from a business trip to
Denver.
D. T. Hoskins, the Las Vegas banker, a member of the penitentiary
board, is here to attend a meeting
of the board.
He is at the Montezuma.
B. G. Wilson of Chicago, representing a big school text book publishing
house and who is quite a favorite in
Santa Fe, which he visits frequently,
left for home today.
W. W. Robertson, of Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, who represents a leading
school text book publishing concern,
left for home today after spending a
week in the city.
"Mrs. John Fielding came down
from Santa Fe Sunday and was the
guest of Mrs. George Fincke the first
of the week. She departed for her
home in El Paso Wednesday morning." Moriarty Messenger.
Miss Lotta Newhall, who has been
visiting relatives and friends in Santa Fe, left last evening for her home
at Albuquerque. She is a daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Newhall, formerly
of this city, but now living in the.
Duke City.
Mrs. Harry D. Moulton entertained
at luncheon on Friday in honor of
Mrs. M. C. Mechem and Mrs. E. R.
The table was decorated
Wright.
with Enchantress carnations and
ferns. The guests were Mrs. Brookes,
Mrs. Hughes, Mrs. Jaffa, Mrs. Levert,
Mrs. L. O. Moore. Miss Moore of Wilmington, Delaware, and Mrs. Palen.
"Cleofes Romero, warden of the territorial penitentiary, who has been
spending some time in San Miguel
county looking after cattle and other

Mrs. I. H. Rapp.
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena, who
has figured lately in running down
the murderer of
Nora Stewart,
arrived in the city yesterday and
is registered at the Coronado. He is
consulting with Captain Fred Fornoff
today on police matters and will return to his home at Las Vegas to-

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever cave,
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit the contour of your face.
My razor sharp and scissors keen,
My shop Is neat and towelsare clean
And everything I think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind.
FIRST CLASS
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Sleep Is "Nature's Sweet Restorer"
And

(
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F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

J VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,

C. G. DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

1911.
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HIDDEN WATLR

Hotel Arrivals.

H OME

By DANE COOLIDGE

OTHERS
ICJ
END
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wit h K. V. A S. V. Ily. train both Xorth' aud'Soiitl).:
Nlii;..' 'ur V;i:i ll ii.'ii N", M, mniH-- ' trains at Preston X.lM,
l'.irx. N. M.. (or Ki!.:il)..'t!itown, V. M.. at 9:00
V iv.'-- I"
ni. dally except
,'u 'i:ie way $i.50 rotuiil trip; llfty pound
carried Tree.
u.i Ii'-- , Kiir-- '
h- i
t'. ,v s i
wi lies M.riui.'., X, AI- for tins south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from 'the
oi'tti at 4;SS a. in.
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SATURDAY,

The tlghost typo of happiness 13 property." Albuquerque Tribune
reached by having children in the
home; bub the co::i::is of the little
ones is often attended with apprehension and dread. Mother's rriend
if used hy the expectant mother in
IN
preparation of the ordeal, carries
Palace.
her through the crisis with safety.
F. M. Graham,
A.
J.
Chicago;
"As good a cow country as God ever made and now even
This great remedy assists nature in all necessary physical changes of the sys- Westland, A. D.
Amphlett, Denver;
the
tem, affords bodily comfort during the period of waiting, and preserves or C. A. Carruth, Antonito.
the jack rabbits have left it."
symmetry of form after baby comes. The penetrating and soothing qualities
Montezuma.
m every
Mother's Friend allays nausea, prevents caking of the breasts, and
R. R. Cook, Albuquerque; E.
E.
way contributes to strong, healthy
Los Angeles; J. S. Lea, RosMills,
motherhood. Mother's Friend is
well; N. Morrison, El Paso; N. M.
sold at drug stores. Write for our
Patsch, St. Joseph, Mo.; C. A. Omnia-ney- ,
inforvaluable
free book containing
1 HIS is what
Max Klein, Denver; D. T.
sheep herding did to the
mation for expectant mothers.
Las Vegas; XV. B. Warner, DencountryaroundHiddenWaterinArizona
and it caused a war between cattle and sheep
ver; D. R. Durrett, St. Louis.
BSADFIELD KFGULATOB CO.,
n ' H JO B
rr.en that Mr. Coolidge describes in a manCoronado.
Atlanta, Ga. V
ner that has'nt been equaled since Owen
Louis Archuleta,
A. A
Denver;
Wister wrote " The Virginian." There are
Sena, Las Vegas; P. J. Tateno, India,
plenty of thrills in this book, iust enough
Mrs. Herrera and Miss Herrera,
romance and lots of action, but what you'll
Victor
Chavez,
Galisteo;
like best is the way the author describes it
Grace Woods, Evelyn Doyle, Albu
all and the combination is irresistible.
A. V. Whyte, George Vre- jquerque;
len, ijelen.
A. C McCLURG & CO., Publishers
Capital.
$1.35 NET
Emmett Parkerson Llovd Parker
(son, Moriarty; J. T. Gunshour, E. S.
aB wun.
xne flat majority (m a ves Marshall, Antonito. Colo Geo. E. Wil-- i
and no vote was 21.nui) ami 42.000 on Hams, Mrs. W. L. Douglas, Chicago;!
U. NOTES.
W.
Geo. E. Lynch, El Paso; M. P. Mc-a constitutional
mnjnniv.
Against Bride and
, .... f M1
the prohibition measure, ibe brewers
son, Magdalena; XV. P.
a.J.JtlM--.
proposed a model lirens.' ;av which Henderson, Harry Daniels,
Henry
Voting Out the Liquor Traffic.
would have made Oklahoma one of Perry, Chicago; Bill Stoehman, MinTIip case of the saloon against the the wettest states in
nie L. Christine, Los Angeles;; John
the Vnion.
saloo;: i.i being tried out in the court
F. Lashaw, Russell E. Levea, CleveGovernor Stubbs was
in
of public- opinion in this country and Kansas.
He rigidly enforced the pro- land; Geo. Sawyer and wife, St..
the verdict of the ballot box seems hibitory laws of the
New Mexico, Jan. 28, 1911; 3 p. m.
siate. The whis- Louis; Frank Cook, St. Louis; R. L. ation is established are:
to be "guilty."
ky people hate Governor Siubbs per- Puttie, Hot Springs, Ark.; Rev. FathTo promote and conduct sociabilNATHAN JAFFA,
Forty-fivmillions of the people of haps more
er
Isidora, Rev. Father Constine, El
than any man in the na
and
memSecretary.
f
'ts
ity
friendship
the land
the inhabitants
amongst
tion, because he is such an aggressive Paso, Tex.; w. E. Neal, Dallas, Tex.
Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
are living in territory in which the enemy.
bers; to promote and conduct enter- TERRITORY
OF NEW MEXICO)
liquor traffic has been forbidden by
tainments and ocial meetings of its
Although the Governor of Texas is WRESTLING MATCH AT
) B9
of the thirty millaw. Twenty-fivALBUQUERQUE, FEB. 16. members; to promote and encourage
against prohibition, he was elected on
County of Santa Fe,
)
lions of people living in the southern a platform
N.
4.
Albuquerque,
PreM.,
Feb.
declaring for it,
I hereby certify that this instruall kinds of field and athletic sports;
states have abolished the saloon by of both branches
liminary
were
arrangements
completof the legislature
local option or state piohibitory law. elected are in
ed yesterday for a wrestling match be- and to hold, purchase and acquire, ment was filed for record on the 31st
favor of
There never was a cleaner cut is- if passed the Governor that measure, tween "Farmer" Roy Mabee, of Man-gu- buy and sell, lease, mortgage and hy- day of January A. D., 1911 at 11
says he will
sue than that between the liquor and sign the bill.
Okla., and "Blacksmith" Simon pothecate real and personal property; o'clock A. M., and was duly recorded
in Book One of the records of Corp.,
forces in the Nebraska
of Albuquerque.
The wets were successful in Flori- Deschler,
Local to erect buildings or other structures
election last November. William Jen- da. It is
page 545, on this 31st day of January,
and
fans
for
are
out
wrestling
necessary
well acquainted
proper
carrying
charged they paid the "poll" with the
A. D., 1911. Witness my hand and
nings Bryan had reason to believe tax on 30,000
the
before
character
to
of
purposes
Deschler's
mentioned;
work
and
voted
negroes
them and
that the brewers had played an im- for the
he needs no Introduction. This borrow and to loan money and to any Seal of office.
saloons, seven colored counGEO. W. ARMIJO,
is Mabee's first visit to Albuquerque, and all other things
portant part in defeating him in his ties making the 4,700
whatsoever
majority against but he comes
last presidential campaign.
He un- prohibition.
well recommended by which may be requisite, necessary P. C. and Recorder, Santa Fe, Co.,
The
vote
did
not
general
dertook to have a local option plank effect
N. M.
the Oklahoma newspaper writers, hav- and proper in and about the carrying
individual
thirty-fiv- e
localities,
put in the Democratic platform. He
J. T. SANDOVAL,
off several
ing
out
pulled
of
and
the
for
of the forty-sevepurposes
objects
interesting
recounties
made a most eloquent plea to the sevmatches recently in Chickasha and which this corporation is formed.
Deputy.
maining
dry.
en thousand people gathered in the
Oklahoma City. Deschler is a few
IV.
The election of Gov. Hoke Smith of
convention tent, but they voted down
pounds heavier than Mabee,
the
The number of directors or trushis local option plank by a tremendous Georgia was a pronounced temperance blacksmith weighing 1S3
.
yesterday,
tees shall be nine.
victor-The
law
not
will
prohibitory
while Mabee weighed 179. The exact
majority, and with jeers and contempt
V.
deposed him from party leadership in be repealed at the next legislature, date for the match will be announced
and if any unfriendly action should
That there is no capital stock and
his state.
tonight. It is likely that it will happen
He lold the Democrats at the con- be attempted Governor Smith would on February 16. Both men will fit there are no shares of stock.
VI.
vention that he had been notified that put his veto on it.
up training quarters and go in for
s
That the term for which said corof Illinois, is dry and hard work within a few days.
the Republican state convention in
While
f
of Chicago. Seventy of the in this part of the
session in another city had adopted a
country Mabee is poration shall exist is twenty-fivcounties of Indiana are anxious to take on any other heavy years.
The ninety-threcciinty local option resolution.
Democrats nominated Mayor Dahlman dry.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have
weight wrestlers who aspire to fame
who came out openly against temperThe liquor interests are making a on the mat. He announced
hereunto placed our hands and seals
yesterday
ance legislation.
Mr. Bryan with his good deal of the report of the United that he will consider propositions this 28 day of January, 1911.
pen, through the Commoner, and his States revenue bureau indicating an from wrestlers in any part of the
(Signed.)
RUFUS J. PALEN.
tongiio from the stump opposed Dahl- increase in manufacture and con- southwest, to wrestle here or else(Seal.)
man. During the last ten days he sumption of distilled and spirituous where, either before
FRANCIS C. WILSON. (Seal.)
the Deschler
match
or
made election addresses at Lincoln. liquor, and trying to make the people
after.
JNO. H. KNAEBEL.
(Seal.)
Omaha, and other strategic points, hir- believe that prohibition
enactments
R. H. HANNA.
(Seal.)
SANTA FE
Speedy Relief for Kidney Trouble.
ing halls himself and paying all ex- are responsible for the increase. NothJ. GRATTAN MYTHEN (Seal).
"I had an acute attack of
penses, as the Democratic committee ing could be farther from the truth.
Bright's TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO, )
Dates of Sale, Feb. 9th to 13th"
refused to date him. This is a sam- The increase has been in the wet diseases with inflammation of the kid) S3.
Return
Limit, Feb. 14th, 1911
ple of his terrific araignment of the states, and especially those containing neys and bladder, and dizziness," says
)
County of Santa Fe.
liquor interests in one of these cam- large cities. AVith one or two excep- Mrs. Cora Thorp, Jackson, Mich. "A
On this 2Sth day of January, 1911,
5ANTA FE ALL THE WAY
tions, there is not a dry state or coun- bottle of Foley's Kidney Remedy over- before me
paign speeches:
personally appeared Rufus
in
S.
U.
come
the
the attack, reduced the inflam- J.
where the authorized
"I am not willing to turn the Demo- ty
H.
Palen, Francis C. Wilson, Jno.
cratic party over to the brewers and statistics do not. show a decrease in mation, took away the pain and made Knaebel, R. H. Hanna and James
make it the open and avowed cham- the manufacture and use of intoxic- bladder action normal.
I wish every- Grattan Mythen, to me known to be
pion of the liquor interests. The liq ants. A good deal of the rum sold in one could know of this wonderful the persons described In and who exuor business is on the defensive; its prohibited territory was carried there remedy."
Sold at the Capital Phar- ecuted the
foregoing instrument and
representatives are, for the most part, under provisions of Interstate Com- macy.
acknowledged that they and each of
lawless themselves and in league with merce law. There is an earnest effort
them executed the same as their free
Via
to secure the passage of the Miller-Curti- s
lawlessness.
They are in partnership
act
Incorporation
and deed.
Certificate.
bill
at the present session of
with the gambling
hell and the
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
brothel. They are the most corrupt Congress, which will enable the states
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby hereunto set my hand and affixed my
and corrupting thing in politics, and to enforce their own statutes against
that
there was filed for record official seal the day and year in this
certify
I shall not by voice or vote, aid them the liquor traffic in their own terriAccount
in this office at three o'clock P. M. certificate first above written.
in establishing a reign of terror in tory.
on the Twenty-eight- h
C.
of
EDITH
MARMON,
day
January, (Signed.)
Extracts from article by Ferdinand A. D.,
this state.
I shall contribute
1911; Articles of incorporation
Notary Public,
whatever assistance I can in the ef Cowles Iglehart, District Supt.
of The Santa Fe Club, No. 6662.
Santa Fe County, New Mexico.
fort which will be made to put an end
League of New York.
Wherefor:
The
incorporators (Notarial Seal.)
to the spree upon which our party
,nc-named in the said articles and who , My commission
expires July 30,
seems to have embarked. I am not
o?Ta1e
13
have
the
sucand
signed
1914.
same,
their
willing the party shall die of delirium
cessors and assigns, are hereby deENDORSED:
tremens."
clared to be from this date until the
Mr. Bryan worked for the rest of
No. 6662,
twenty-eightday of January, nine1911
the ticket. The result of the election
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 89, Articles
teen hundred and thirty-sia
corporwas that Dahlman was defeated by
Mine Dividends Judging by reSANTA
FE
of
Incorporation of THE
ation by the name and for the pun
Mr. Aldrich a pronounced county
ports made to The Mining World for
CLUB, Filed in Office of Secretary of
pose set forth in said articles.
the
month
of
the Democratic legislature
January there is reason Given under my hand and the Great
was elected, and it is understood to believe that the year 1911
will
Seal of the Territory of New Mexienough local option Democrats and prove a better year in point of divico, at che City of Santa Fe, the
dends
chosen
to
and
a
American
mines
Republicans
insure
paid by
passCapital, on this 28th day of Januworks
of
than was 1910. A compilation
the bill at the next session.
age
ary, A. D., 1911.
Mr. Bryan has gone back to the lead of these reports shows that 44 AmerNATHAN JAFFA,
ership of his party in the state and ican mining properties yielded prof- (Seal)
Secretary of New Mexico.
will have no little influence with the its sufficiently large to enrich shareCertificate of Comparison.
next Congress and the liquor people holders to the extent of $11,204,608.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
will have to reckon with him here In addition to this amount are the
of four securities holding Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
after as one of their most powerful
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ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHTi
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

n

il Paso & Southwestern

System
V

The Best Route

East or West

-

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A,
El

Aviation Meet
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Paso Texas.

EL PA50 TEX.
Feb. 9th. to 13th.

$16.10

Round Trip from

WHEN GOING

FAST OR WEST

$13.40

use the

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo Springs and Pueblo
TICKETS

El Paso Texas

AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

AT

Aviation Meeting

Anti-Saloo- n

Feb. 8 to
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IHESMDiMG

NEW MEXICAN DLDG,

Feb. 14th.
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OR

Daylight Trains

UNION DEPOT,

ROSVVELL AUTO CO. R0SWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the IT. S. mail and
between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with th
E3 Paso & Southwestern and Rock Ishad.
the Atchison,
land Railroads
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrlv
tn Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage ai
pas-enge-

the rate of

5.0v

per hundred lbs.

Special automobile furnished t accommodate any number ot paasengen
to make special connections with an)
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate lot
special $40.00 to accommodate four oi
(ewer passengers to either point

J. W. STOCKARD, manr
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Herewith are some tiargalnk offered
by th New Mexican Printing company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, hee
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
$6; the two for 110.
Pleadings,
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws ol
.New Mexico, 1S99, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, 35c;
full leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25'
two or more books, $1 each. Nw
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Now.
I and 10 inclusive $3.30 each. Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c Coinpll
ation Mining V; s, 60c Money's
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
keep, $6 60; full Uat school blank.

TIME TABLE ALL
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LOCAL TRAINS
The foUowing
of the local

Leave

are the time tables

railroads:

A. T. & S. F. Ry.

8.10 a. m. connect with No. 8 westbound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10
p. m.

4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west
bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
p. m.
9

7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and
westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile p. m.
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rosit. & r. G. Ry.
well at 8: JO a. m. and arrives at RosLeave 10:15 a. m. for north.
well at 8:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughaa at 12:30 a. m.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
and arrives at Vaughn t 6 p. m. The
New Mexico Central Ry.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
is $5.80 and between Torrance and 84 east and S3 south and west
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoArrive 8 p. m. with connection from
mobile , oy wire. J. W. Stockard. No. 83 east; No. 34 south and west
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THUNDERBOLT

IS

MEETING THE
CHAUFFEUR
By EFFIE STEVENS

n

CHANGE

BASKET-BAL-

dom did he force the fighting and most
of his fouling was due to his wild
swinging. He had no force behind his
blows. Toward the tenth session he
endeavored to mix fast and furiously,
but his efforts were weak. Smith was
strong and at his best He had no
trouble In keeping Papke off when he
rushed, and landed at will. The 'Illinois Thunderbolt" took no interest in
the fight and when the referee stopped
the go and awarded the decision did
not say a word.
The American's trainers declared he
went into the fight out of condition.
The climate did not agree with him.
For several days before the fight he
was sick and unable to do any traini-

ng.. After the match he asked for a
return bout
Australians are hailing Smith as the

world's middle-weigohamplon. Papke went over there as the title holder
and lost his right to the laurels. Smith
is the first Australian to hold a championship sinoe Bob Fltzsimmons was
middle-weigchampion and later king
of the heavies.

RULES I PLAN HOCKEY

L

Western

Intercollegiate Committee
Adds or Alters Nearly Dozen
New Clauses In Code.

Nearly a dozen new clauses, either
added to or altering the code of west-

ern basket-bal- l
rules, were accepted
and strongly indorsed by the Western
association
Intercollegiate Basket-Bal- l
committee at Its recent meeting In
Chicago.

FOR

MAROONS

May Become One of Minor

of Chicago
jections In Way.

University

Sports at
Ob-

Hockey may become one of the
minor sports at the University of Chicago. Interest has been aroused
among a group of men who see the
opportunity of the Midway for an excellent team.
Several objections have stood In the
way of the success of the new sport
In the first place, the weather has
been uncertain In the winter and
skaters have never been assured a
date or the time to practice, and there
have never been many men before this
year who have taken an Interest In
the sport.
"If there are a number of men who
desire the sport," Coach Stagg said,
"we could have a team. The Ice palace Is too far away to practice every
day, but If this weather continues the
skaters could use the rink that Is located on the Midway near Ellis avenue.
Coach Grant of Minnesota wants to organize the sport In the conference."
Ralph Doyle, who has played for a
number of years on Chicago teams. Is
a strong advocate of hockey; Eberle
Wilson, the football star, Is a speed
skater of note, and would be a. valuable asset. Roy Daly Is another who
has ability on the Ice.

Primarily, it was demonstrated that
previous regulations devised by western rules experts had made good because of their presence In the recent
guides, but further changes were
deemed necessary. Some of the most
Important follow:
Only four, Instead of five, personal
fouls will be allowed any player during a game, and no warning shall be
given when the limit Is reached four
any team
disqualifies the athlete;
may not leave the floor except at the
end of a regular half; If a player does
not again put the ball In play after
It goes out of bounds, within three
feet of the spot Indicated by the
referee, It shall go to the opposing
tide; time may be taken out by any
captain but three times during the
game for his players (last year three
times were allowed for each half);
a step backward may be taken in
passing the ball as well as In trying
for a goal; the home team shall be
penalized if the crowd becomes unruly
and interferes with play.
Various factors were responsible for
these new and altered regulations and
they were formulated after reports
had been received from officials, players, coaches and even
spectators. The fundamental aim was
to eliminate roughness to the great-tes- t
possible degree, and a new departure was made In holding a home
team responsible for the actions of Its
supporters.
Ad Wolgast Is losing some of his
In the election of officers Dr. J. E. friends
by his dilatory tactics.
Raycroft of the University of ChiThree years ago Eddie Collins' playand
Dr.
was
president
cago
ing salary was $100 a month. Now
L. J. Cooke of Minnesota chosen
It's $6,000 a year.
ry-treasurer.
Shortstop George McBrlde of the
Ah one of the newest Innovations of
team has missed but one
the game It was definitely decided to Washington
game In three years.
to
similar
a
system,
adopt numbering
The Athletics will tour Japan 11
that In use in track athletics. Doctor
Seven clubs will
Cooke was appointed a committee of they win In 1911.
to prevent the trip.
one to draft a feasible scheme, where- work
President-elec- t
Barrow of the Eastby each athlete will be numbered and ern
league says his t reform will
more easily distinguishable to spectabe to print the official averages every
tors, players and officials alike.
month.
schedules
tentative
Thus far only
Prise fighters are scarce in Mex
have been arranged by the various
members of the "Big Eight" circle, loo. The only fighters who flourish
out practically all the dates have been there are revolutionists and they don't
filled and final confirmation will not last long.
Barney Oldfleld is under the ban of
be far In the future.
the American Automobile association
for a
period beginning JanStagg Gets New Honors.
uary 1, 1911.
Coach A. A-- Stagg of the Maroons
Freddy Welsh, the English light
has received notice that he has been weight ring ohamplon, with his vegselected as a member of the American etarian diet, Is expected to arrive in
nivmDlo committee for the rtivmn
New York soon.
games to be held In Stockholm.
President Farrell of the New York
uiu-iea. Dean, Highlanders Is said to have spent $24,.
fcjweaen, in
another Chlcagoan, also has been hon 140 for 15 new players to add to his
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Ellerton murmured pityingly, guiding
the now
slowly moving machine with one
band, and covering her unresisting
fingers masterfully with his free one.
"You certainly have had a hard
time."
"But it Is all over now I have found
after he had
you," he continued,
guided his machine over a bad bit
of road which needed all his atten"You do care for me, don't
tion.
you? You will be my wife and let me
shoulder all the burdens?"
Barbara was surpriped to hear herself saying, "Yes." She remembered
that he was only a chauffeur, too, but
He was big and
she didn't mind.
strong, and she loved him, so what
did his occupation matter? She knew
now that she had loved him ever
since her oollege days, and that the
bitterest part of all her troubles had
been the fact that he had seemed to

"You are to wear these so tha
chauffeur will know you," Elizabeth
Hayden declared laughingly, as she
deposited a great bunch of English
violets in Barbara West's lap.
"Oh, how exquisite!" Barbara murmured, burying her face amid the
beauties a moment before fastening
inem upon her
Jacket.
"Now, don't worry a bit," Elizabeth
continued, in her brisk, encouraging
tones. "You'll manage that children's
party all right You always were great
at arranging for all sorts of ridicu- have forgotten her.
"Isnt it time we reached Mrs. Belllous stunts at college. And if Mrs.
Forbes's place?" Barbara
Bellingham Forbes takes you up your ingham
future will be assured. Everybody In asked a little later, when they were
town will be soliciting your services. once more whizzing along at reasonWell, goodby, and good luck." Eliza- ably high speed.
"Were you going there?" Ellerton
beth hurried from the train Just as
the conductor shouted his final "AU inquired.
"Why, certainly," Barbara replied.
aboard!"
"Then why wasn't some one at the
Barbara settled back in her seat
and strove to think over the coming station to meet you?" he demanded.
It was Barbara's turn to gaze at her
ordeal calmly; but the exquisite perfume of the violets drew all her companion in astonishment
"Weren't you sent to meet me?" sh
thoughts to them, instead. It had
been so long since she had been able gasped. "Aren't you Mrs. Bellingham
Forbes's chauffeur?"
to afford violets.
"Well, I guess not!" Ellerton ejacu"It was extravagant for Elizabeth
to buy these for me," Barbara lated with a chuckle.
"Oh, what must you have thought
"As for that
thought remorsefully.
about my wearing them so the chauf- of me?" Barbara wailed. "To say I
feur would recognize me, it sounded was ready to go with you, and call
to my violets, and and everyquite too much like fiction. At a little country station like Orvflle HI thing."
"I thought you the dearest girl In
probably be the only passenger.
She
knew she must have some excuse for the world," Ellerton replied promptly.
"So you were willing to marry Mrs.
giving them to me, or I wouldn't acBellingham Forbes's chauffeur? Well,
cept them."
I'm
only of my own car,
It had been so good of Elizabeth to when chauffeur
I want to be, and my Income is
her
this
kind
of
work a number of times
suggest
doing
larger than that
and to help her in making the start
But how do you hapgentleman's.
by recommending her untried abilipen to be going to Mrs. Bellingham
ties to Mrs. Bellingham Forbes so en- Forbes's?"
thusiastically that that lady desired
Barbara explained.
her services forthwith. Elizabeth had
"Just like the snobbishness of some
even attended to all the necessary arto leave an employe to look
persons
rangements. That was how Bhe came out for herself," he grumbled.
"Well,
to be able to play that little Joke
are not going there. I shall take
about the violets. Elizabeth had been you
back to the station.
the only friend on whom she could you straight
From here you can telephone her
depend since her father had lost his
any old excuse you like for not keepmoney and died.
ing your appointment. Then you are
It was especially kind of Elizabeth te go to town by the next train. You
to believe in her ability to do any
are
with Elizabeth
sort of work successfully, after her, say you Thenstaying
that's all right. This
Harvey?
recent failure at school teaching; is
Tuesday. I will come for you Thursthough it had not been her fault that day that will give you all the time
her health had given out when she you need to get ready and we will
needed it most. But she would make be
quietly married."
good now. She must. Bread and butBarbara's breath was fairly taken
ter must be obtained somehow until away by this summary solution
of all
she was strong enough Jo go back to her
To her own astonperplexities.
school teaching.
ishment, however, she found she had
The Journey to Orville, the station, no objections to offer. After dependthree miles from Mrs. Bellingham ing upon- - herself for two years, it
Forbes' country place, was a Bhort seemed delightful to have some one
one, and Barbara found herself leav- planning for her.
ing the train all too soon.
At the station a tall youth, in leathWhen she reached the station plat- ers, stepped up to them.
form, she looked about her eagerly
"I see you're wearln' them violets,
for Mrs. Bellingham Forbes's chauf- so I suppose you're the young person
feur, who was to meet her.
to go to Mrs. Bellingham Forbes's,"
In a moment her eyes rested upon he said familiarly. I was er dea young fellow, of athletic build, dis- layed in gettln' here."
Hartwell Ellerton froze the fellow
guised by hideous toggery, who was
standing beside a huge, shining car, with an Icy stare, as he retorted,
chatting unconcernedly with a coun- "Ladies often wear violets, my man.
This lady Is not to go to Mrs. Belltryman.
Barbara walked toward them.
ingham Forbes."
"So the violets were not a Joke of
She waited Impatiently until the
other man had gone on, then she Elizabeth's
after
Barbara
all,"
stepped up to the
one, and laughed, as her companion hurried,
inquired sharply, "Didn't you see my her toward the waiting train.
d

Bill Papke of Kewanee, 111., who
claimed the middle-weigh- t
championship after Stanley Ketchel's death,
lost the title to Dave Smith, Austral-Iachampion, on a foul in ten rounds
St Sydney, N. 8. W. The battle was
to have gone 20 rounds, but Papke
fouled so often the referee wag compelled to call a halt in the tenth session and award the match to the Australian. Papke was cautioned time and
again, but he did not heed the warnings.
Had the contest gone the limit !t
was thought by spectators Smith would
have won. Smith, up to the time Papke was disqualified, had a big shade
in the fighting. He took the lead at
the start and forced the American
around the ring continually.
Smith
boxed cleverly and fast Papke had
all he could do to save himself from
a knockout at one stage. Only his
good blocking qualities kept him from
going to the mat
Papke's showing was a surprise. He
did not possess the vim usually characteristic of him while in action. Sel
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YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks mSI
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.

t

THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY.

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT

in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertisements in its local papers.

It is a BUSINESS

MAXIM universally accepted
is, if it is done right.

"I do now," the young man replied
with a laugh, doffing his cap ceremoniously.
Then he added in a tone of amazement, "I beg your pardon, Miss West.
I didn't recognize you for the mo-

ment."
With a shock of Intense surprise,
Barbara saw it was Hartwell EUer-toa Harvard man, a class-matof
Elizabeth's brother, whom she had
met frequently during her college
days, but who, since then, had
vanished completely out of her life.
Evidently he had been down on his
e

luck, as well as herself, since leaving
college, else why was he here in the
capacity of Mrs. Bellingham Forbes's
Now that she came to
chauffeur?
think about it, she had really never
known anything about his circumstances, but had taken his wealth and
social position for granted from his

Under the headline "C'est la Vie,"
the Paris Rappel says:- - "When King
Manuel was a visitor in Paris he
showed his appreciation of municipal
hospitality by presenting his portrait,
with autographic dedication, to several members of the ministry. A few
days after his departure these pictures, neatly framed, could be seen
hanging In the state offices. Then came
On the first day
the revolution.
there were doubts as to the outcome,
but the pictures were put In less conA day later the respicuous places.
sult could be foreseen, and the pictures received another push to the
rear, and on the third day, when all
was over, they disappeared. In two
weeks they will probaly be replaced
by portraits of President Braga."

appearance.

secreta-

Hen-peck-

fu-a-
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well-know-
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ad-

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

5j

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the
right goods at the right price.
THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriif has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.
NON-PROGRESSIV-

I

E

LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in sub-

i

Moving Pictures.

that

vertising: pays. That
PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
su?ar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.

violets?"

His Opinion.
Of course a chauffeur received good
"Do you believe there really is any
pay, and yet It was scarcely a position In which she would have expect- such things as pbatonio affection,
queried Dobson.
ed to find an ambitious Harvard man
"Well," said Henpeok,
two years after he had taHen his descratching
gree. Why, a chauffeur wasn't much his head reflectively, "I believe that
or
six
after
strenuous
five
more than a servant a coachman!
years of
Then a hot blush of shame rose to married life one can acquire it"
Barbara's cheeks, as she remembered Harper's Weekly.
that
Mrs.
probably
Bellingham
Forbes wouldn't consider her much
Matrimonial Amenities.
more than a servant either. It wasn't
She (during a squabble) Didnt
her fault that misfortune had overtaken her. Perhaps it might not be you promise before we were married
to try hard to be worthy of me?
his.
He Yes, and what's the result I
"I scarcely expected 'to meet an old
overdid the Job and made myself a
acquaintance, either," she said, strivbetter than you deserve.
ing to put the correct note of cordial- hang sight
Into
voice.
her
is
"West
not
ity
such
an unusual name, so it is not strange
Up to Her.
connect
me with It. Well,
"Anyway," she said, "your heart is
you did not
I am ready now to accompany you." 111 the right place."
"Well, I hope it is," he rejoined. "By
Fortunately she did not see the
look of perplexity, or the one of de- the way, where did you put It?"
lighted and almost incredulous surA3 IT WILL BE. '
prise, following it that swept over
Ellerton's face.
"I'm agreeable," he declared Joyored. Coach H. L. WlMlams of Ma
New York team.
ously, helping her into the car, and
O.
K.
Dr.
First
Herman,
nesota,
Regi
Tommy Ryan complains that the
his place in the chauffeur's
ment A. U, ana ur. a. n. tsayre are "hopes" are sidestepping Con QKeUy, taking
beside her.
seat,
n
wno
westerners
received the "Irish Harp." This ought to pro
"But what have you been doing
duca something tangible.
appointments.
since we last met?" he asked, giving
Successful Practice."
the wheel a twist. "I went to Texas
Old Doctor I was suocef sful in my
for a year, you know. After my reUp to Date.
first case.
Drummer So the coal oil got near turn I tried to get track of you, but
Young Doctor Indeed!
the
butter and flovored It, eh? I sup- no one seemed to know anything
Old Doctor Yep. The executor of
pose you'll lose it?
about you. The Haydens were abroad
his estate paid my bill without a
Storekeeper Jason Oh, no, stranger. then, and I hadn't their address, to
I ve Just put a sign over
it, "Try the I couldn't find out through them. Of
New Petroleum
Butter," and It ll go- course I had heard of your father's
A Breezy Time.
ing like hot cakes.
sudden death," he added In a ton of
"What did young Jorklns do with
deep sympathy.
that windfall he got?"
Wnat'
There were so few now, In Her litI"
Name?
blew
It In."
"Just
The
"Folki In the city Is very
Suffragette An is this my
tle
world, either to care or sympa"How so, Uncle Hiram?" queer."
thize, that Barbara, with a foil heart, ballot?
"When I went to mv nmiitv.
The Election Judge Yes, ma'am;
His Guess.
poured forth the whole story of her
lives in slch style, they
"I got a threatening letter
gimme what misfortunes, beeping silent only con- that's
The Suffragette Where's the house
demanding a sum of money,"
they calls a course dinner, but I cerning her present errand to Mrs,
I
thought it. was mighty fine."
"Tur wife at the seashorer
Bepingham Forbert place, since ha hold page and the comic supplement?
to-da-

PAGE SEVEN

naiurany Knew it.
"Poor little girl,"

DEFEATED

Billy Papke.

1L

m scriptions. The readers who had that much for the local
paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that

i

you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
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no.

Andrews Cash

4

SI

N--

SI

lbs for

Fresh Tomatoes lib

20c.

"Merritts Best" Butter 2!b. for 65c

Dz.

Lemons

Dz.

20c. to 60c

Large Bananas

Dz.

-

-

-

Dz.

Smelt per

35c

Sausages

25c

Ib.

Fresh Poultry
and Fish

ivery Friday

Dressed, Turkeys per lb.

30c

7 Bars Diamond "C" Soap

Dressed Hens per lb.

21c

1c 100

Dressed Springs per lb.

21c

6

25c

100 Bars

Pearl White Soap

3 Dutch

cleanser

Pinto Beans

31b.

for

25

Bars Diamond "C" Soap

$3.35

Bars Pearl White Soap

25c
$3.85
25c

Phone

;

4.
Feb.
Denver, Colo.,
Tlie forecast is rain or snow
tonight or Sunday wiih not
much change intempeiature.

WANTED Girl for general house
So cooking.
work. Family of two.
Apply 214 Montezuma ave.
When in doubt try Corbels Wirt
Wound Hose this summer.
The Runaway Motor Car, and Max
Goes Skying is a scream from start
to finish.
See it at the Klks tonight.
Will Meet Tomorrow
The Spanish!
American Alliance will meet at I
o'clock tomorrow
afternoon in its
'hall
Tonight at the Elks' A big change'
' A
in program.
"The Hustlers."
Runawav
"The
Christmas Carol."
Motor Car" and "Max Goes Skying. '
Show at 8 o'clock.
Judgment for Delinquent Taxes
District Attorney K C. Abbott is preparing the form of judgment for the
IffOii delinquent tax list which will
be submitted to the court on Monday
and .signed.
Bo?rd of Education to Meet There
will 1,.. a meeting of the Board of Education next Monday night, Feb. 6th.
at 7:30 p. m., at the office of the secretary in the high school building. A
full attendance 's desired, as there
to
of importance
will be business
come before the board at that time.
It's a Beautiful Christmas story.
That "Christmas Carol" at the Elks'
tonight. Don't fail to ses it.
From 31 to 51 Degrees That was

FOR RENT One elegant front room
in private family for one or two. Inquire at New Mexican.
LA GRIPPE COUGHS.

7

Strain and weaken the system and
if not checked may develop Into pneuNo danger of this when Fomonia.
ley's Honey and Tar is taken promptIt is a reliable family medicine
ly.
for all coughs and colds, and acts
quickly and effectively in cases of
Refuse substitutes.
croup.
Sold at
the Capital Pharmacy.

'

No. 4.

Towne World-WidAdvertising Agen-- j
cy of New York, addressed to the
New Mexican, had six cents of post-- '
age on it, no doubt because of the
impression of the New Yorker that
New Mexico is a foreign country.
Break Into Box Car A report was
received today from Waldo, near
southern Santa Fe county, that
thieves had broken into a box car
there and stolen supplies shipped to
the Madrid Supply Company. In view
of the punishment meted out to the
Howe gang it. seems surprising that
any more Santa Fe cars have been
robbed.
"The Rustlers" is a great story of
the western plains. See it at. the
Elks tonight.
Illustrated Lecture on the Nativity
The Christian Endeavor Society of
the First Presbyterian church, will
meet at 6:30 to 7:30 p. m. An interesting program has been arranged
in the way of an illustrated lec
ture on the subject of "The Nativity",
27 colored stereopticon views will be
shown. No admission will be charged
and every one is cordially invited to

7--

e

Cer-rillo- s

IE Its Cut Glass-- "

Silverware

or hollow)

flat

Jewelry-o-

f

any
tiesFiligree

kind-Nov- el

n

y.yy

(

No piece with- out this Trade

Work
Electroliers or any

AtK

V)

of

thing

quality in

our line.

Mark on it is
genuine.

We Guarantee Satisfaction

at

HAWKES

The Popular Gift Store.

S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

attend.

IN THE DISTRICT (JOTJRT IN AND
FOR THE COUNTY. OF SANTA
FE, TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO.
The Piazza at Santa Fe, Maintained by the Woman's Board of Trade.
In the Matter of Application of A. L.
Kendall, Administrator of Estate of
Frank Eastman, deceased, to sell
ing order of the Mexican government
COURT ADJOURNS TO MARCH 1, for eefendant.
real estate of said deceased.
No. 1291. S. J. Weaver, appellant, to hold all ammunition without excepNOTICE.
Col
cusfrom
made
on
M.
A.
tion
vs.
the
it
f Continued
Weaver,
appellee,
imperative
from Page one.)
Under and by virtue of an Order ot
fax county, reversed and motion to toms officers to hold that consigned
Jones & Rogers to the Monterey and other gun clubs. the Court entered In the above entitconference, for if it did it would be dismiss, overruled.
led cause In the District Court In and
B.
S.
for
and
Davis, Jr., for
appellant,
bill
statehood
there buried and no
for the Count.' of Santa Fe, Territory
appellee.
passed, urging that statehood under
ot New Mexico, authorizing and di
No. 1333. Frank H. Moore, as asany bill, especially that one, was a signee of the estate of Charles Zeiger
recting A. L. Kendall, Administrator
thousand times more tolerable than appellee, vs. Western Meat Company,
of the estate of Frank Eastman, dethe unnatural condition we occupied
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
real estate at
ceased, to sell certain pieces and parinvolving
appellant,
in a territory. His efforts contributed
Wheat May 96; July 93 cels of land described as follows:
Albuquerque, from Bernalillo county,
Chicago
greatly towards the concurrence in affirmed. A. B. McMillen for appellee,
Lots Five (5) and Six (6) In Block
the amendment of the Senate and as- and Klock & Owen for appellant.
(10) of the Township Map of
51.
Corn May 50l-8- ;
jTen
July
New
to
that
sured
statehood
Mexico
No. 1336. Jordan Rogers, appellee,
the Town of Cerrillos, County of San- ;
32
38l-8Oats
May
July
which he, while a delegate to Con- vs. A. T. & S. F.
ta Fe, Territory of New Mexico, no-- j
Ry. Co., appellant,
Pork May 18.25; July 17.60.
gress, had very nearly succeeded in from Bernalillo county, affirmed. Mar-rotice is hereby given that I,. A. L. Ken-- j
9.67
Lard May 9.80; July
getting.
& Wood, for appellee, and R. E
dall, Administrator of the Estate of
9.55.
9.77
Ribs
July
May
During his service as a member of Twitchell and E. W. Dobson for ap
Frank Eastman, deceased, will ss'l
WOOL MARKET.
the United States Senate. Mr. Elkins pellant.
the above described property on tha
4.
Wool
never lost sight of New Mexico and
Feb.
St.
unchang- 24th
Louis,
No. 1334. Territory, appellant, vs.
day of February, 1911, In front
mediums
her people. Whenever it was in his Young E. Hart, appellee,
reversed ed. Territory and western
of said property in said Town of Cer
power to aid or assist this Territory From Lincoln county.
F. W. Clancy 1922; fine mediums 1618; fine 12 rillos, at ten o'clock in the
morning.
or any of its citizens he was always for Territory, and W. H. H. Llewel13.
A. L. KENDALL,
in
hold
and
LIVESTOCK.
what
prompt
doing
taking
lyn for appellee.
Administrator.
he could in that line. No one from
No. 1345. The Atchison, Topeka &
Chicago, Feb. 4. Cattle Receipts
New Mexico ever applied to him for Santa Fe Ry. Co., appellant, vs. Citi- 200.
Market steady. Beeves ?4.80
assistance without getling it. He zens' Traction Company & Power Co., 6.80; Texas steers $4(fl5.25; western
NEW MEXICO CORPORATION
never did anything or suffered any appellee, from Bernalillo county, In- steers $4.305.D0; stockers
and
to
be done which was a detri volving the crossing of the railway feeders $3.705.65; cows and heifers
LAWS, RULES AND FORMS.
thing
ment to New Mexico or her people. tracks by the street railway, was re $2.605.75; calves $6.50S.
Published September, 1910. All Laws on
He was as true and loyal o us as he versed. R. E. Twitchell and K W.
all Classes of Corporations, on Banking
was to his adopted state of West Vir--i Dobson for
appellant, and Isaac Barth
Se
ginia. In his death New Mexico has for appellee.
on
yesterday's average. Light Irrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc. Comsteady
lost her greatest and best friend, No. 1346. Citizens Traction &
mixed $7.357.70; heavy plete Rules and Forms for Filing.
$7.5037.85;
which loss her people greatly deplore.
Company, appellee, vs. The
$7.057.55; rough $7.057.25; good
He looked after the welfare of his
$7.25
7.55;
heavy
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Com to choice
pigs
DO
PfKyf
relations. He was a true and confrom Bernalillo coun-- $7.507.90 bulk $7.457.65.
pany,
appellant,
stant friend, a kind and generous
ty reversed. Isaac Barth and Mann
Write for Circular.
Receipts 1,500. Market
sheep
father, a loving and devoted husband, & Venable, for appellee, and R. E.
western!
Native $2.404.30;
steady.
and loyal and patriotic to his country
"W. Dobson for ap
KANEN Santa Fe, M. N.,
$2.254.30;
yearlings $4.405.50;
at all times. We sympathise with his Twitchell and E.
pellant.
family in their great loss and mourn
No. 1350. S. T. Gray and Robert
with them in their sad bereavement.
Brady, appellants, vs. Robert Taylor,
THOMAS B. GATRON,
et al., appeal from Lincoln county,
Designs in Filigree Work,
Chairman. the court adheres to former affirmaThe chairman of the committee re
Cut Glass, Silverware, Flat and Hollow,
tion. T. B. Catron and G. B. Barbel
quested that the report be snread un- - for appellants, and Hewitt & Hudsin the Newest Designs.
on the record of the court, and that
or appelieeg
peth
GOLD AND SIVER NOVELTIES OF ALL KINDS
certified copies be sent to Mrs. Elk- No. 1354. In the matter of the last
. ,
irto
... nn.1
1U LUC T,....:.1
....meuii. oie tne senate, win and testament of Sarah Ellen
WATCHES CLOCKS, and everything
and it was so ordered.
Dye aeceased; Tsaiah Dyo, executor,
can desire in the Jewelry line.
you
Many Opinions.
appellee, vs. Orr Butler Meice, appelThe supreme court was in session 'ant, from Bernalillo county, motion
VnfiT7 Tfle Reliable
today and disposed of the following: to dismiss denied.
Case No. 1217. The Gallup Elec-- -'
'
trie Light Company appellee vs. The FEW CHANGES IN TEXTBOOKS.
Pacific Improvement company et als
appellants appeal from the district!
(Continued trom I'age One.)
court, county of McKinley. Reversed1
and remanded to the district court of destroyed.
When the clerk receives
McKinley county for further proceed- - such information it is necessary for
vou Will always find
you
ings. The opinion is by Judge Rob- - nim t0 forward the statement and!
erts, all of the associate justices con-- : svch information as he may possess
curring. Chief Justice Pope having to the bureau of immigration andj
tried the case , did not participate in naturalization. No new papers can
e issued until the bureau has re- the case.
Case No. 1.14a. The Territory of ported the result of its investigation.
In cages where certificates are desired
New Mexico, upon the relation of the
n.
tQ file on
by persons wlsW
of
O.
vs.
city
.
Albuquerque, appellant,
t and; these cannot be igsued
A. Matson, city treasurer of the
the appllcation ls accompanied
city,ess
COMPLETE IN SANTA
Oi Albuquerque.
Appeal from the dis by the original certificate, which is to
trict court of Bernalillo county. Judg- be used for comparison.
ment of lower court is affirmed. The
Tells of Murder.
opinion is by Judge Wright, and is
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena has
concurred in by Chief Justice Pope returned from Santa
Rosa, where he
and Associate Justices McFie, Parker
m
m
m
xr
&
j
of Miss Nora
murder
mi ar jtr
the
investigated
and Roberts. Judge Abbott dissents
i
Jan-- i
who
died
Stewart,
mysteriously
and will file his dissenting opinion
later. Judge Mechem having ren uary 19, just before she was to be
dered the opinion below did not par- married to Antonio Tapla and not
Juan Tapia, as was first reported. It
ticipate.
was ex- Case No. 1351. The Hagerman Ir- appears that the girl's body
and examined by Dr. Rudolph
humed
rigation company, appellee vs. J. F. and another
physician, and found to
Murphy, appellant; appeal from the
district court of Chaves county. The have been shot twice in the breast,
her body. There
the bullet
judgment as rendered may be correct- were burns piercing
from powder and while It
ed to include one dollar as nominal
is not thought possible that the girl
damages, in accordance with the find- committed
suicide with the 44 rifle
ing of the trial court, and as so corwas found, it is thought she
which
rected, the judgment is affirmed. The was shot while the rifle was held
opinion is by Judge Abbott and is conto her body. Luis Tapia, the
curred in by all the other members of close
of the girl is nnder arrest
the court except Chief Justice Pope,
evidence will be introduced, it is
who tried the case, and therefore did and
said, to show that he was jealous of
not participate.
,
T. T.
K at'.sa
his own nephew, who was to marry
Case No. 1352. Mrs. Mary Bell
the girl. Miss Stewart is said to!
Perkins, appellant, vs. the City .of have been one of the most beautiful
Roswell, appellee. The judgment of girls in the Mesa d'Aragon district.
the district court is reversed and the
cause remanded. The opinion is by MONTEREY GUN CLUB
Judge Abbott, and is concurred in by
HAD NO AMMUNITION.
all the other members of the court
except Chief Justice Pope, who hav Embargo Placed on' Importations by
Mexican Government Handiing ruled in the motion to quash the
complaint, did not participate nor did
caps Sporting Men.
vou
CYCLONE
Judge Mechem who tried the case.
uase jno. 1363. xne Mouston-naLaredo, Texas, Feb. 4. The
company vs. Harry Neal and bargo placed upon ammunition ship-FENCE
Cyclone fence
C. Herbert, defendants.
Appeal ped from this country into Mexico
exposed
from Curry county. Reversed. The has affected others than those engageopinion is by Judge Wright and is ed in marauding In that country. The
arIs
concurred in by all the other judges gun club at Monterey was unable to
in
Chief Justice Pope, however, did not hold its weekly shoot yesterday aft"
ernoon from the fact that ammuniparticipate as he tried the case

!WARKE1KEP0RT

the range in temperature yesterday
and the average relative humidity
was 50 per cent. The lowest temperature last night was 35 degrees and at
6 o'clock this morning It was 41 degrees. Yesterday was a partly cloudy
day and today it was very cloudy.
Mixed in Their Geography A letter received today from the T. B.

Give us your standing order

for fish and poultry.
Phone No. 4.
F. Andrews

s

N

20c and 25c

Fish per Ib.

30c

s

35c

Fresh Eggs

Oranges

v

00

25c

4

1911.

4,

lambs native ?4.2r36.10; western
?4.256.05.
Kansas City, Feb. 4. Cattle
200, including 100 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $3.2o
6.50; southern steers $4.75S5-9Qsouthern cows $3.23? 4.75; native
cows and heifers $3.256; stockers
and feeders $4.505.80; bulls 45;
calves $4.50ft8; western steers JJ
6; western cows $3.25 5.
Hogs
Market
Receipts 3,000.
steady. Bulk $7.45(717.65; heavy $7.40
. vm.uo; pacKers ana Dutcners $7.45m)
7.65; light $7.60ig;7.70; sheep none,
j Market steady.

4

ib

Sweet Potatoes

FEBRUARY

!

Sugar
16

SATURDAY,

piTV mnipc
Mrm
in nun um luriuu

Grocery and Bakery
00

M.

I

le.

" ' $7

CK

i

EXCLUSIVE

-

nnflT
r HJm

Ol

lin

I. flh?

HACK SERVICE

SATISFACTION

rnPDTriir's: m Arif

PopSrL

Coronado Cafe

ASSURED

thkoix)re Prop

i imp?

Buggies and Saddle Horses

THE BIG STORE
Sample Line Ladies Waists
Fifteen

Beautiful

Hundred

SUNDAY DINNER.
MENU.

Waists,

entire

Relishes
Celery.
Soup.
Mock Turtle
Fish.
Fried Rock Cado
Boiled
Calf's Brains, Breaded Cream Sauce
Apple Fritters, Wine Sauce.
Baked Pork and Beans.
Prime Roast Beef, au Jus.
Cold Boiled Ham
Potato Salad
Mashed Potatoes,
Stewed Carrots and Green Peas.
Mince Pie,
Lemon Pie
Vaniilla Ice Cream
Tea
Milk
Coffee
Dinner 35c.
Sunday Feb. 5.
.

NOTICE

sample line of New York's leading1

manu-

facturer to be sold at very LOW PRICES.
Those waist offerings will more than please
you.

50

cent

per

ON

THE

DOLLAR.

The Lot is limited "only numbering

Hundred

Fifteen

Early choosing will be an advantage to you. All are
new. All are carefully finished. You would'nt hesitate to pay from $3.00 to $5.00 for any of them under
ordinary circumstances
Involved are two styles made of fine quality linen.
One style is trimmed with Persian trimming, one is
Very
embroidery trimmed, with the Dutch neck.
popular this season

:::::::::::
::::::::::::

If you are planning to make money from
waists this season the sample line will appeal
to you.

OF

STOCKHOLDERS'
MEETING.
Notice is hereby given that a special meeting of the stockholders of
the Mutual Building and Loan Association of Santa Fe, N. M., will be held
at the office of said association, Thurs
day evening, February 9th, 1911, at
7.30 o'clock, for the purpose of considering the proposed change of the
capitalization to $500,000.00, and the
revision of the
R. J. CRICHTON,

Santa Fe,

N. M.,

mi A s
fIAil

Secretary.

Feb. 4th, 1911.

........

niLWAUKfcfc

Are Considered to be
The World's Finest

same will be filled immediately.

Be Sure to examine the line now its
a good stocking.

G&tdy Gary be

lie
u

your order if you can't
callat the stor) and

....

e

Nathan Salmon.
Tailor and Clothier.

You

tillyou

try tlese

Always fresl&t

zooies
PHARMACY.

j

AT THE CASH STORE

j
'

are looking for

just what

The BEST in Clothing

j

j

The same in HATS and FURNISHINGS
our shoe stock is the most
dont forget to try
FE.

'

f

J

j

First
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a

gat'
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t

Pays!

j
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Jeweler.
San Francisco St.

lUllU

j

step-fath-

1
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tistic and pleasing

tion was not obtainable. The ammuThis afternoon, opinions were hand nition which was expected to arrive
ed down in the following cases after from the United States, by general
.
which court adjourned to March 1: instruction of the Mexican
govern-No'
1055.
Solomon Luna, plaintiff ment, had been held up at the border
in error, .vs. Cerrillos Coal Railroad by the customs officers. While the
Company, defendant in error, from shells used at these shoots contain
Santa Fe county, reversed. F. W. only the smallest bird shot ordinarly
Clancy for plaintiff, and T. B. Catron used for pigeon shooting, the sweep- -

are fencing your home you

want something artistic as well as
durable
will not rust
when
to the elements. It has
the strength to withstand rough use.
is
appearance.

We Carry it in Stock.
The Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

